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What should student gov-
ernment do? "Maybe they
should interact more with
students to let us know what
they do ...- see page -I
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Fire alarm woes persist at villages
DTAV and Patch Hall residents to pay for future fire alarms
By Elizabeth Deprey
For The Maine Campus
Alarms are sounding, lights are flashing
and students are evacuating. What's the
emergency? Someone burned their French
fries.
Such commotion is a common occur-
rence around the Doris Twitchell Allen
Village this year. In fact, fire alarms have
gone off at least five times, continuing last ovens, is in no way related to the Orono Fire
year's tradition of frequent evacuations. Fire alarms had been going off "every day Department, Chief LeClair said. There is no
So far this year, the smoke, fires and sub- for the first week," according to DTAV and fee at this time for false alarms. The fine is
sequent alarms have all been *caused by Edith Patch Hall Resident Director Matt administered by Housing Services, which
cooking, according to Orono Fire Chief Lord. It happened "only a few times last will now count fire alarms caused by cook-
Lorin LeClair. Cited amongst the reasons for week as people become more careful." he ing as dorm damage. The student who caus-
the fires are burned cooking oil, burned said. es the alarm will be tined.
French fries and burned food in the ovens. Part of the reason for the increased care Housing Director Andrew Matthews said
Some blame the frequent alarms on the could be the $150 fine students will be
placement of smoke detectors over the charged for setting off a fire alarm. The fine
Orono committee meets
to explore rentors' rights
By Michael Gibson with to satisfy the town council are parking
For The Maine Campus and trash receptacles. The town is concerned
that there are often more tenants than some
Malpracticing landlords are going to face properties allow, causing parking lots to be
their worst fears. The Orono Community extended onto other properties and lawns.
Development Committee reconvened The town is also concerned with the
Tuesday night to discuss a proposed rental amount of trash tenants generate. Trash
property occupancy permit ordinance. The receptacles are often not large enough or do
ordinance will have a significant affect on not get emptied often enough. These are
the state of rented property in Orono that is responsibilities some landlords have placed
not up to fire and life safety codes, upon their tenants and now will have to take
Town council representative Geoffrey action on themselves.
Gordon implied that University of Maine "It's refreshing to know that the town is
students often get taken advantage of. making the effort to keep landlords focused
"The landlord has the responsibility to on their property and our well-being," said
maintain their property; not for themselves junior and tenant J.W. Grabarz.
or the community, but for the well-being of Complaints issued by tenants will be con-
the tenant," he said. sidered seriously, but the town plans to
A code enforcement officer will inspect ignore those who make continuous frivolous
rented properties based on complaints filed complaints and those making complaints in
by the tenants. Inspections may also be an attempt to break a lease.
issued by order of the town council. Gordon summed up his view of the pur-
Landlords who do not meet the performance pose of the ordinance,
standards for their property will have a rea- "The plan is to create an environment in
sonable amount of time to fix the problem. If which tenants and landlords have a medium
improvements are not completed in the time to work through to create a healthier and
allotted, their permit will be revoked, safer living environment for the tenant," he
Two of the issues landlords must deal said.
South side students endure
unreliable internet service
By Pattie Barry
For The Maine Campus
As students on campus looked for-
ward to a relaxing weekend following
the first full week of school, residents
on the south side of campus met with
frustration when trying to log on to
AOL Instant Messenger or check their
e-mail.
Sometime Friday afternoon, comput-
ers in Colvin, Estabrooke, Penobscot,
Balentine, York, Stodder, Lord,
Aroostook and Kennebec Halls,
Buchanan Alumni House, York Village,
Lengyl Gym, the Maine Bound barn,
and Fogler Library were unable to
remain connected to the Internet.
according to a post from the
Information Technologies help folder.
"I was in the middle of doing my sta-
tistics homework and couldn't access
my FirstClass account," said Brittany
Pukas, a third-year sociology major.
See INTERNET as pegs
See ALARM on page 5
Exercising a right
CAMPUS PHOTO • SARAH BIGNEY
Jen Downs, a junior journalism major, registers to vote Wednesday
morning. Members of Students for Dean (A 2004 presidential candi-
date hopeful) set up in front of Memorial Union to encourage stu-
dents to register to vote.
www.mainecampus.com
• The Counseling Center is making
Drummond Chapel available 7-8 a.m. Monday
through Friday for silent meditation.
Practitioners of meditation are invited to join.
There will be no instruction available for par-
ticipants. Drummond Chapel is located on the
third floor of Memorial Union.
• A relaxation and mindfulness meditation
workshop will provide instructions for medita-
tion 4-5 p.m. on Wednesdays in Drummond
Chapel.
For information, contact the Counseling
Center's Prevention and Education Program at
581-1392 or www.maine.edu/counseling.
• The Counseling Center is offering the fol-
lowing online screening programs for all
UMaine students, faculty and staff: anxiety /
post-traumatic stress, depression / manic
depression, eating disorders and alcohol abuse.
Visit www.umaine.edu/counseling to take any
of these screenings. They are anonymous and
completely confidential.
• Myriam Miedzian, a researcher and author
with expertise on issues of gender and violence,
will speak at 7 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 18 in too
Donald P. Corbett Business Building. The
author of "Boys Will Be Boys: Breaking the
Link Between Masculinity and Violence,"
Miedzian has lectured on ways to change the
socialization of boys to decrease violence. The
title of her UMaine presentation is "Real Men,
'Wimps,' and Our National Security," exploring
mainstream assumptions about gender, poli-
tics, foreign policy and warfare. A reception
and book signing will follow the presentation.
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Miedzian's visit to UMaine is sponsored by
the Peace Studies Program, Cooperative
Extension and Safe Campus Project.
• A talent show sponsored by The Frequency
will be held 8-11 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 18 at the
Stillwater Canal Co. Pub in Meinorial Union.
For information, call Carole LeClair at 581.-
1793.
• Liz Depoy and Stephen Gilson will hold a
book signing for their new book "Rethinking
Disability" 12-2 p.m. Friday, Sept. 19 at
University Bookstore. For information, call
Holly Williams at 581-1700.
• Family and Friends Weekend will be held
Saturday, Sept. 20 and Sunday, Sept. 21 across
campus.
• The 2003 Student Organizations Bazaar
will be held 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 20
in Memorial Union.
• Hypnotist Michael Anthony, sponsored by
The Maine Attraction, will perform 9-11 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 20 in Hauck Auditorium. The
cost is $4. For information, call Carole LeClair
at 581-1793.
• A day hike at Acadia National Park will be
held 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 21. Offered
by Maine Bound, the cost for the hike is $25 to
$40.
• A Superlearning workshop will be held 1-2
p.m. Monday, Sept. 22 in the FFA Room of
Memorial Union. Presenters will be Doug
Johnson, Ph.D., and Kristin Ljungberg, MA
Superlearning incorporates a presentation of
new strategies for academic success, along with
the opportunity to assess your personal "learn-
ing style" to its greatest advantage. Pre-regis-
tration at least 24 hours in advance is required
to attend. For information, e-mail the
Counseling Center via FirstClass or call 581-
4145.
• The American Red Cross and the Black
Bear Volunteers will hold a blood drive 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Tuesday. Sept. 23 and Wednesday,
Sept. 24 in Wells Commons.
Volunteers and blood donors are needed.
For information, contact Serena Bemis on
FirstClass.
• A presentation titled :Rest Easy: A
Workshop For Understanding and Improving
Sleep" will be held 3-4 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 23
at the Counseling Center. The workshop will
focus on improving sleep habits and increasing
one's understanding of the role sleep plays in
mental and physical well-being. Advanced reg-
istration at least 24 hours in advance is
required to attend. For information, e-mail the
Counseling Center via FirstClass or call 581.-
4145.
• Paul Vangelisti will deliver a poetry reading
at 4:30 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept. 23 in 115 Donald
P. Corbett Business Building.
• Java Jive will host an open mic night 8-11
p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 23 in the Stillwater Canal
Co. Pub in Memorial Union. For information,
call Carole LeClair 581-1793. . yniwolloi
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Name:
Jonny Roy
Build:
5'4"
119 lbs
Age:
20
Smokes:
Regularly
Interests:
Fine wines, college
co-eds, traveling to
the tropics
Don't smoke. Smoking makes you
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UM welcomes religious leaders
CAMPUS PHOTO • SARAH BIGNEY
NEW LEADER — Casey Murphy is the new campus Lay
Minister at the Newman Center.
Chaplain joins
Wilson Center
By Jackie Farwell
Assistant News Editor
After a three-month interim
period, the Wilson Center finally
has a new chaplain. But Timoth
Sylvia, said he wants students
doing much of the work.
Previously a junior and senior
high school minister, Sylvia, 31,
has replaced interim chaplain
Ron Walden, who assumed the
position following the resignation
of former chaplain JoAnne
Whitehead in March.
Sylvia said he will eventually
rely on students to lead the
Protestant Wilson Center's inter-
denominational worship services,
as well as help him to reach out to
the campus community.
"The priority is to the stu-
dents," he said. "[The center] is
pretty much going to build itself
with the involvement of stu-
dents."
Sylvia began work on July 28,
having moved from Iowa one
year ago to attend the Bangor
Theological Seminary, where he
now resides.
Reaching out to first-year stu-
dents through campus events and
FirstClass is key to establishing
continued use of the center's pro-
grams, he said, and among one of
his first priorities as chaplain.
"It's so important to get folks
right off the bat in setting this into
their schedule," Sylvia said.
"Technology is a huge part of any
youth ministry. The days of send-
ing out flyers and waiting for peo-
ple to show up are kind of gone."
Most of his work has been
through the United Church of
Christ, but Sylvia said he plans to
hold modern ecumenical worship
services.
"My style is contemporary,
with lots of music, a little scrip-
ture and a message," he said.
"The services need to be tailored
to a point where participants from
different denominations feel
comfortable."
Originally from
Massachusetts, Sylvia said he
also hopes to involve internation-
al students and members of the
Catholic Newman Center in wor-
ship services. Updating the
Wilson Center building to better
serve students and holding cof-
feehouse-style meetings are
among his other plans, he said.
Additional programs will develop
in response to student interest,
Sylvia said.
"Because we are an ecumeni-
cal ministry, I'm very flexible to
the needs of students," he said.
Lay Minister serves at Newman Center
By Jackie Farwell
Assistant News Editor
A new job at the Newman
Center was not exactly what
Casey Murphy intended to find
when searching the Internet a
month ago, but in two weeks
she packed up her husband and
child to move to Maine from
New Hampshire.
With the prospect of moving
to Maine still only an idea,
Murphy, 32, said she was
immediately intrigued by an
online job posting for the
Roman Catholic Newman
Cen-ter, in need of a new cam-
pus minister with the departure
of Sister Mary Sweeney in
May.
"It was a little bit serendipi-
tous, actually," she said. "I had
wanted to come to Maine even-
tually. I'm happy to be here."
With experience from a
four-year position as a campus
minister at the University of
Massachusetts-Lowell,
Murphy started work on Aug.
17 as the only full-time
Catholic layperson currently
serving as a campus minister
in the state. She holds a mas-
ter's of divinity degree — the
same earned by those entering
the priesthood — from the
Weston Jesuit School of
Theology in Cambridge,
Mass., and an undergraduate
degree from Smith College.
Murphy said she plans to
spend much of her time away
from the Newman Center get-
ting to know students.
"Students rarely come to
you. Usually you kind of have
to come to them," she said. "I
"As the reli-
gious communi-
ty becomes
smaller and the
number of minis-
ters becomes
smaller, there's
a new need for
lay ministry,"
plan to meet students for lunch
or walk around [Memorial]
Union or participate in events.
My job is not to be in this
office, but to be out."
A campus tour led by her
husband, Michael, a 1994
alumnus of the university, will
help her find her way around,
Murphy said. The couple lives
in Orono with their three-year-
old daughter, Kyla.
As the adviser for the newly
formed Catholic Student
Association, Murphy said she
also plans to involve students
in weeklong trips and service
projects as a way to incorpo-
rate faith with awareness of
social justice issues.
While orchestrating similar
projects at UMass, including a
trip to Kentucky's Appalachia
repairing homes for the needy,
Murphy said she found that her
career in lay ministry, a grow-
ing field, provided students
with a unique perspective. She
said she also expects commu-
nity members and UM faculty
and staff to benefit from her
experience.
"As the religious communi-
ty becomes smaller and the
number of ministers becomes
smaller, there's a new need for
lay ministry," she said.
The decision to become a
professional lay minister was
directly related to relationships
she formed with female role
models during her collegiate
years, Murphy said. She said
she hopes her position at
UMaine will similarly inspire
students towards the profes-
sion.
"I hope that having a profes-
sional lay campus minister
here at UMO will help to
encourage the student commu-
nity towards lay leadership."
CAMPUS PHOTO • SARAH BIGNET
IN THE PEACE GARDEN — Timoth Sylvia, new chaplain at the Wilson Center, spends a
moment in the center's Peace Garden. Sylvia, a student at the Bangor Theological
Seminary, began his work here in Orono in July.
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Wilde travels to China via Fulbright
By Peter Houle
For The Maine Campus
Beginning next month, Dana Wilde,
adjunct assistant professor in the English
department at the University of Maine, will
spend about three weeks in China as a
Fulbright senior specialist. But this experi-
ence will not be Wilde's first as a foreign
professor in China, or even abroad.
Three years ago, Wilde received his first
Fulbright grant to China where he taught in
Shanghai for one year, then in Xiamen [pro-
nounced SHY Amin]for one semester.
"Xiamen is probably the most gorgeous
city I've been to in China," Wilde said.
Wilde will return to lecture at Xiamen
University for one and a half weeks, then go
inland to Lanzhou [pronounced LAN-jo],
south west of Beijing, for about another
week.
"My job there is going to be to give lec-
tures on Modernism and Post-Modernism
and to advise some of the doctorate students
on their dissertations," Wilde said.
He has kept in touch via e-mail with
many of his former students in Xiamen,
often helping them find books for their stud-
ies.
"They want me to come back," Wilde
said.
Although Xiamen, a wealthier university
than Lanzhou, has been modernizing most of
its facilities in recent years, they still lack in
English-language materials.
"In a way, we'll be going from luxury to
poverty," Wilde said.
Xiamen, located about an hour's flight
north of Hong Kong on the South China Sea,
lies across the strait from wealthy Taiwan, a
location that benifits the university. Lanzhou
is not so fortunate, neither in its geography
nor in its funding. According to Wilde, it is a
city that suffers from abundant air pollution.
Wilde was able to travel around much of
China when he was there the first time, just
touching upon the country's vast cultural
diversity.
"You could spend a lifetime exploring
China," Wilde said. "And the Chinese are
meticulous hosts." Wilde said that although
he will not have much time to travel away
from his university cities this time, his hosts
will more than likely take him and his son on
a few local excursions.
Whereas the Fulbright program, named
for the senator who established the grants in
1946, allows for longer periods of time
abroad, the Fulbright senior specialist pro-
gram, also funded by the State Department's
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs,
was created to offer shorter-term awards.
Wilde has recently completed another
two-week senior specialist assignment in
South Africa. Last May, he was at a
Johannesburg university helping to create a
joint creative writing program between the
journalism and English departments there.
The short duration of the Fulbright Senior
Specialist grants allows a professor more
flexibility with his or her teaching commit-
ments at his or her home institutions, mean-
ing one can retain part-time status while
abroad, as Wilde is able to do. And since he
is only teaching an online course at UMaine
this semester, he will be able to fulfill his
teaching duties here while performing his
job in China.
Professor Wilde grew up in Cape
Elizabeth, Maine, and has been at UMaine
since 1998. Just before coming here, he was
a professor at the American University in
Bulgaria for two years. He has also taught at
the University of Southern Maine and at
Unity College. It was at Unity that Wilde
first became excited at the prospect of living
in China. After meeting with a Chinese stu-
dent whose father was a professor in China,
Wilde and his family nearly went in the early
90s. "Here in America, most of us know
almost nothing about China," Wilde said.
He wanted to take advantage of an oppor-
tunity to spend more time in China than a
tourist would in order "to live there and
learn about it."
They were unable to make the commit-
ment, however, and had to wait for about a
decade for such a chance to present itself
again. Wilde said his son Jackson, 12, loved
the country, and apart from missing Maine's
snowy winters, he would have been eager to
stay in China. He is now very excited to be
returning there with his dad. When asked if
he would consider living in China indefinite-
ly, Wilde said that he had met other
American ex-pats, who had also fallen under
the coastal city's charm. He said, "Xiamen
would be a good place to retire to."
Police
,Rtt
By Ernest Scheyder
For The Maine Campus
Sept. 14, 12 a.m., Penobscot
Hall — The resident director
called Public Safety after indi-
viduals congregating outside
Penobscot Hall used profanities
and refused to leave. One indi-
vidual began to run when offi-
cers arrived. The suspect was
apprehended and questioned by
an officer about his identity.
While the officer was on his
radio, the suspect again fled,
leaving his wallet and cell
phone on the ground. As police
searched for the suspect, his
friends called on the cell phone
to warn him that the police
were attempting to locate him.
The suspect has been inter-
viewed by police and charges
are pending.
Sept. 14, 10 p.m., Penobscot
Hall — Public Safety received
a report of the smell of marijua-
na on the second floor of
Penobscot Hall. The responding
officer heard a lighter flicking
in a room while walking on the
floor. The officer was allowed
into the room and asked the
occupants to hand over any ille-
gal paraphernalia. The occu-
pants said they had been smok-
ing marijuana, but at a previous
UMaine
Public Safety
time outside the building. One
individual, a minor who was not
a resident of the room, turned
over a small portion of marijua-
na. The officer then received
permission to search the room
and discovered a pipe and
"blow-tube" under a mattress
and in a drawer.
The juvenile was taken into
custody and the two residents
were referred to Judicial
Affairs.
Sept. 13, 1:50 a.m. — While
responding to an alleged fight
outside York Hall, an officer
heard what sounded like a vehi-
cle hitting a wooden parking
sign. The officer saw a vehicle
run over a sign and continue to
the front of Kennebec Hall,
where it stopped. The officer
approached the vehicle and
noticed damage to the front
bumper. The officer identified
the driver and detected the
smell of alcohol. The driver
then failed a field sobriety test.
Upon a search of the vehicle,
the officer discovered an open
container of beer and a 12-pack
of Miller Genuine Draft.
Matthew Swieczkowsky, 19,
of Pittsfield, was arrested on
charges of illegal transportation
of alcohol by a minor and oper-
ating under the influence.
Presidential
candidate
to speak
Democratic presidential
candidate Dennis Kucinich
will campaign in Bangor and
Unity 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 19. The Ohio
congressman will speak at II
a.m. at a rally outside the
Bangor Public Library, then
board a bus for a "Rolling
Reception" fund-raiser to ride
to the Common Ground Fair
in Unity.
Kucinich will tour the fair
12:30-2 p.m., then head to
Boston to attend a dinner
sponsored by Peace Action
Massachusetts. The event will
mark Kucinich's second cam-
paign visit to Maine. He cam-
paigned in Portland on Aug.
29.
Kucinich, the only presi-
dential candidate to have
voted against passage of the
Patriot Act, will advocate
repeal of the law. Kucinich
has also opposed the war in
Iraq and has advocated a
Cabinet-level Department of
Peace.
Kucinich is also calling for
universal single-payer health
care and for getting the
United States out of the
NAFTA and WTO trade agree-
ments'', which he believes have
cost hundreds of thousands of
U.S. manufacturing jobs,
including jobs in Maine.
Kucinich is the sponsor in
Congress of a bill requiring
mandatory labeling of food
made from geneticallyy mod-
ified crops. He is touring the
Common Ground Fair
because he supports the work
being done by the Maine
Organic Farmers and
Gardeners Association, which
sponsors the fair each year.
The fair this year runs Sept.
19 to 21.
The "Rolling Reception"
fundraiser will include a tick-
et to the fair. The bus will
leave the fair at 6 p.m. for the
return trip to Bangor. For
information; terliN4102527 or
e-mail mehq@kucinich.us.
word
OF MOUTH
If student
government
could do one
thing, what
would you
want it to be?
"Improve the
parking situation
across campus."
Jared White, business
"I'm not sure what
student government
does. Maybe they
should interact
more with students."
Sarah Linscott, ACE
program
"I'd like to see the
student govern-
ment improve its
relationship with
the student body."
Justin Brown, public
administration
'They should pick
up a hammer and
nails and finish
Balentine."
Lyndsy Shuman, new
mediE
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STUDENT SENATE NOTES 
Senate takes on funding
for newspaper program
By Heather Cox
For The Maine Campus
Newspapers, the parking
crunch and allocating money to
student- organizations and ath-
letic orginzations were all on
the agenda at Tuesday's meet-
ing of the General Student
Senate.
Among new business was
the swearing-in of freshman
Sen. Chanterelle Butler and
approval of several new student
organizations, including a club
called Apostasy that will pub-
lish a monthly literature maga-
zine.
Diving into the meeting,
GSS resolved several matters
of unfinished business. First
on the voting table was a reso-
lution presented by GSS
President Matthew Gagnon to
allocate nearly $10,000 to the
Collegiate Readership
Program, which brings the
Bangor Daily News, Boston
Globe and USA Today to
University of Maine students to
read daily for free.
"If you think about it, it's a
win-win situation," Gagnon
told the Senate, saying that the
newspapers are provided at a
discounted rate while the pub-
lishers get promotion for their
papers and get students to read
them.
The total cost for funding
the program through the school
year is about $20,000, working
out to $10,000 each semester.
Roughly half of the year's
money has been raised by the
administration from establish-
ments including student organi-
zations and the University
Bookstore. The nearly $10,000
approved by the Senate will
fund the half of the cost not
already covered for the rest of
the year.
GSS also granted $2,610 to
the Equestrian Team for mem-
bership and show fees, as well
as renting vans for the team to
travel to meets in other states.
The yearbook was also granted
$1,688 to pay for office equip-
ment, supplies and the cost of
advertising.
Student Body President Matt
Rodrigue presented a Parking
Services report for the fall of
2003, complete with tables
illustrating, for example, that
the number of residents with
parking permits has increased
to a number greater than
UMaine has seen in several
years.
"On any given night there
are 155 cars that have to park
illegally on campus," Rodrigue
said, adding that Public Safety
has been lenient on where and
when they give tickets this year
because of the limited number
of available parking spaces.
According to Rodrigue, Public
Safety officers are mostly look-
ing at cars parked illegally in
fire lanes, handicapped spaces
and on roadways.
GSS will meet next Tuesday
to discuss a number of resolu-
tions put forth by Senate mem-
bers, including several con-
cerning The Maine Campus.
Resolutions have been written
asking that GSS stop advertis-
ing with The Maine Campus
and suggesting that the student-
run paper appoint a current uni-
versity faculty member to serve
as an adviser. Both resolutions
will be voted on at the next
meeting.
Lambda Chi holds food drive dance
Lambda Chi Alpha
International Fraternity will hold
a Heaven and Hell Dance Party
9 p.m. to 2 a.m. Friday, Sept. 26,
2003 at Ushuaia. All proceeds
will benefit a Good Shepard's
Food Bank and the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation. A DJ will
perform and costumes of angels
and devils are encouraged.
The donations benefitting the
Good Shepard's Food Bank are
part of Lambda Chi Alpha's
annual food drive, called
EXERCISE
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association
ong Kong
Buffet
Ii Bullet Dinner Buffet
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sushi, fish, salad, fruit ice-o tap, and muck much more
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Brothers Feeding Others. This
year the brothers also wanted to
make a donation to the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation. One of the
fraternity's members has cystic
fibrosis and another has a family
member diagnosed with it.
Residents to pay for alarms
CAMPUS PHOTO • TAMARA MONROE
UP IN SMOKE — DTAV resident Matt Plessis, 21, cooks up
a bag of popcorn in his microwave. Residents of DTAV
and Patch Hall have been accidentally setting off fire
alarms with their cooking and will have to pay $150 per
alarm set off.
From ALARM on pop 1
the fine is not part of a scheme to
"stick a cost on a student."
"The reasons for the fine are
basically based on safety issues,"
he said. "A fine is generated when
the tripping of the alarms, either
by pulling it or having it be elec-
tronically tripped, is based on the
fire department's assessment of
the alarms as a 'malicious or neg-
ligent act."
The tine is a kind of "disincen-
tive" to being careless with cook-
ing, Matthews said. The fines are
designed to "educate people about
responsibility" and give residents
"incentive not to bum food," he
said.
The university contributes
funds to the Orono Fire
Department every year, and those
expenditures would decrease if
people were more carefizi and
caused fewer tires, Matthews said.
The university has had some
serious fires in its past. There have
been large fires in Somerset,
Gannett, Knox, and most recently,
a fire in Hancock Hall that caused
219 students to be displaced and
more than $2 million in damage.
Real Now "Wimps," And Our National Security
Join nationally renowned researcher and author of
'Boys Will Be Boys: Breaking The Link
Between Masculinity and Violence,"
Dr. Myriam Miedzian
September 18. 2003 at 7:00 PM
100 Donald P. Corbett
University of Maine, Orono
for an evening that will explore mainstream assumptions about gender
politics, foreign policy, and warfare.
Reception and Book Signing Follow.
Sponsored by the Pow° Studios Program(581-2609),
Cooperative Extonsion(1-800-287-1535) and the Safe Campus Projoct(581-2515.)
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Students deal with internet issues
From INTERNET on page 1
"That homework should have
taken me an hour, but it took
me all day."
Some may remember a sim-
ilar situation that happened to
the south side of campus last
spring, making Internet life
less than pleasant.
"I'll bet this
probably won't
be the last
problem they'll
have this year."
"I feel bad for the south
side," said Ben Pottle, a stu-
dent and recent hire at UNET.
"They had several problems
with that area last year, and I'll
bet this probably won't be the
last problem they'll have this
year. I understand the stu-
dents' frustration at not having
a connection from their rooms,
but at least there are alterna-
tives available to them."
The electronic disconnec-
tions last weekend were caused
by the same problem. The
Internet connection for the
south side of campus is con-
trolled by two lines feeding
into Estabrooke Hall, which
are then directed to the build-
ings on the south side of cam-
pus. Some time on Wednesday,
the switch that controls this
connection malfunctioned. By
Friday, network connection
was affected. As a temporary
solution, IT has replaced the
malfunctioning switch with a
building switch and plans to
get the switch replaced through
a warranty.
"Even though the
Estabrooke Hall switch is only
handling about half the data as
the Oxford Hall switch, it has
seemed to have more prob
lems," said Fabian Shramke,
computer science/ business
major who is one of the IT
staff working on fixing the
problem. "It's hard to know
what to expect when students
get back to school. All the
changes we've made during
the summer are being stress-
tested by 3,000 students."
As of Tuesday night, the
CAMPUS PHOTO • LINDSAY BUTEAU
TECH FRUSTRATION — Jacob Brodsky sits at his computer in his York Village apart
ment. Like other York Village residents and many students on the south side of cam-
pus, his internet has frequently been down as of late.
exact problem with the switch
had not been determined, but
the Internet was stable for res-
idents.
Residents who are experi-
encing trouble with on-campus
network connections should go
to the IT help folder on
FirstClass and state the prob-
lem, Fabian said.
-Make sure you include
your building and operating
system and your room number,
if you're comfortable with
that," Fabian said.
More colleges building dorms chic-like apartments
By Debra O'Connor
Knight Ridder
Newspapers
ST. PAUL, Minn. — When
University of Minnesota student
Jade Pirlott was looking for a
place to live last year, she yearned
for a convenient location, a nice
kitchen, a spacious bedroom, air
conditioning and heated under-
ground parking. And, after a fresh-
man year spent sharing facilities
with dozens of dorm residents, she
definitely wanted her own bath-
room.
Without having to move off
campus, she found what she want-
ed: Riverbend Commons, a new
style of residence hall that serves
as an example of what many of
today's college students - espe-
cially upperclassmen - want and
will pay extra to get.
"I think everyone who comes
to college should have the classic
dorm experience," where small,
shared rooms lead to the forced
togetherness that helps freshmen
get on their feet socially, Pirlott
says. Beyond that, though, she
wanted a change.
"This, I don't consider a dorm
at all. It's small apartments."
Following a national trend and
responding to student demand,
most of the residential construc-
tion the U of M has done over the
past several years has been
GAME ON...
CONSERVE
ELECTRICITY
NOW!
Attention Residents on Campus!
You Save, We Pay! The HGB of the residence hall that conserves the most
electricity per person during the two monthly billing cycles of September
151hthrough November 15th this year as compared to September through
November last year will receive a check for 75% of the electricity value -
up from 50% last year! New this fall we are offering a 2"d place award of
50% and 3" place award of 25% of the electricity value. Last spring,
Somerset Hall won the Challenge, conserving a total of 4,440 kWh, for a
cash award of $288! Each resident also gets a You Save, We Pay! T-shirt!
How much can your residence hall conserve?
Get paid to do the right thing. Help UMaine reduce it's impact on the
environment by reducing your impact on the environment. It's just
Common Cents.
For more information, please contact Laura Lommler, Eneigy Conservation Intern,
on First Class or Scott Wilkerson, UMaine Sustainability Office,: on First Class.
upscale, from two single bed-
rooms connected by a bathroom to
places with full kitchens and liv-
ing rooms.
"Students don't want to live in
traditional residence halls any-
more, but they don't necessarily
want to live off campus," says
Chad Horsley, Riverbend's apart-
ment coordinator.
And they're asking for ameni-
ties. Riverbend Commons, for
example, has barbecue grills on a
huge patio overlooking the
Mississippi River, a party room
with a full kitchen and tables on
one end and a big-screen televi-
sion and CD player with surround
sound on the other, basketball and
sand volleyball courts, a state-of-
the-art computer center, free
washers and dryers and an ice
machine. The underground park-
ing costs an extra $100 a month.
See CHIC on page 7
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Honors College marks one year
By Ernest Scheyder
For The Maine Campus
This fall marks the one-year
anniversary of the transition of the
honors program to a full college on
campus. Charlie Slavin, director of
the Honors College, said the switch
from an academic program to a
full-fledged college was success-
ful, but not without growing pains.
"I was surprised how well it
went," Slavin said.
With the growth that accompa-
nied the change, the college wit-
nessed an increase in enrollment, a
revised curriculum and the hiring
of two graduate students to assist
students with their academics.
With the expansion, the college
has been able to bring more stu-
dents to various conventions and
visit more sites throughout the
country and world. Slavin and a
group of 40 honors students had
the opportunity to visit
Washington, D.C. this past spring
and toured the Pentagon, the
Library of Congress, and other
sites of interest. The group was in
D.C. the day the war in Iraq offi-
cially began. It is these, and other
experiences, that Slavin said are
key ingredients to the honors cur-
riculum.
The Honors College has been
located in Colvin Hall for the past
three years, and the move further
facilitated the need for the program
to transform to a college, according
to Slavin. The building contains
two classrooms, a small library,
offices and living spaces for 35 stu-
dents in the college. Soon,
Balentine Hall will house honors
students following its opening after
eight months of renovation. It will
contain classrooms, living spaces
for around 100 students, as well as
other resources that will work in
conjunction with the facilities at
Colvin. Academic resources in
Balentine and Colvin are open at
all hours to all members of the col-
lege, Slavin said.
One popular myth Slavin said
he is trying to dispel is the idea that
joining the Honors College
requires a more cumbersome
course load over the course of four
years. Honors courses satisfy a
majority of general education
requirements, Slavin said.
Currently, the college is working
on information sheets for all 150
majors at the university to map out
a four-year plan and suggestions
for incorporating the Honors
College into students' educational
experience, Slavin said.
Admission to the Honors
College requires an invitation that
is sent with a letter of acceptance to
incoming first-year students. In
choosing candidates for the col-
lege, Slavin said both he and the
Admissions Office utilize a formu-
la that seeks out specific academic
accomplishment and talents.
"We're looking for students in
the top 10 percent [of their high
school class] and with SATs on
order of 1250 or better," Slavin said.
He said the college attempts to
create an open net, whereby those
who want to join may and those
who are not interested do not have
to join. Some students not chosen
during the admissions stage decide
to pursue the college and are
COURTESY • VVVVW.UMAINE.EDU
STUDIOUS — A sketch of Colvin Hall, home of the
University of Maine Honors College.
accepted if they qualify.
The college's curriculum con-
tains a myriad of opinions and
ideas, Slavin said, and the college
attempts to focus on a diverse
experience that will hopefully
shape and mold students and chal-
lenge them to think beyond the
box.
"That's what we're going for
...we're trying to provide different
perspectives," Slavin said.
With the dawn of a new aca-
demic term, the Honors College
now has one year behind it and the
future lies ahead. Slavin, in his sev-
enth year as director, said he is
looking forward to pushing the
boundaries of the college and
exploring how much can be
accomplished with the coming
year.
Students get chic new age apartments in lieu of traditional housing
From CHIC on page 6
The fancier setups cost more:
A triple-occupancy room at tradi-
tional U of M residence halls costs
$1.696 per semester; a
"SuperSingle" at Riverbend
Commons costs up to $3,241 per
semester.
Across the country, "people are
considering residential living as
full service," says Jennie
Robinson, residential life director
at Hamline University in St. Paul.
They want technology, including
card access for security, Internet
service and cable television. Some
colleges eliminate telephone jacks
in the rooms and give students cell
phones.
Students also want co-ed living
- even co-ed bathrooms, kitchens
and living rooms. But, Robinson
says, "I've only heard of a couple
of schools that are doing co-ed
rooms."
And students want a "self-
directed community," which
means they make their own rules
and get along without a paid staff
person living with them.
WtU TP,(AS(12C
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Few colleges prohibit mem-
bers of the opposite sex from stay-
ing overnight anymore. The
College of St. Catherine in St.
Paul, however, draws the line at 2
a.m.
"We get a lot of students who
complain, but a lot understand it's
about privacy, about the safety of
the building, about the mission of
the Sisters," says complex coordi-
nator Sabrina Anderson.
St. Catherine's would like to
keep more upperclassmen on
campus, though, and is consider-
ing building more housing. Before
construction, they'll listen careful-
ly to what the mostly female stu-
dent body wants, Anderson says.
Women's colleges seem to be
particularly sensitive to the way
students live. In a national student
survey on dormitory quality, nine
of the top 20 "Dorms Like
Palaces" were women's colleges,
with Smith and Bryn Mawr
among the top five. Loyola
College in Baltimore ranked first
in dorm quality in the Princeton
Review's annual college guide,
"The Best 351 Colleges." The top
20 "Dorms Like Dungeons" are
mostly at state universities.
"Quality-of-life issues have
become serious things for schools
to consider, especially in the
recruitment pmcess," says Erik
Olson, editor of the Princeton
Review. "It's a key consideration,
especially when a student is look-
ing at similarly selective colleges.
... The amount of money that
schools are sinking into develop-
ing bigger, nicer dorms is astound-
ing."
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EDITORIAL
Power to the
tenants
The Orono Community
Development Committee is work-
ing to give students and rentors in
Orono exactly what they need
more rights. In the wake of last
year's property fires, college stu-
dents want more influence on how
their landlords conduct business.
The proposed ordinances of this
past Tuesday's meeting could give
students the power to file official
complaints against their landlords
concerning health hazards and safe-
ty issues. Like any good practice.
the landlords would have a chance
to rectify the problems. Non-com-
pliance with the code enforcement
officer's suggestions would result in
the loss of the landlord's right to
business.
Citizens of Orono tuid off campus
students of tlMaine have never
needed these sorts of regulations, but
they are more than necessary now.
Complaints of business practiceslind
"shady" safety violations have lead to
these tighter restrictions. More rights
in the hands of students and the com-
munity is beneficial for everyone in
the long run.
French fries
and fines
Students at the University of
Maine accept the fact that setting
off a fire alarm in a dorm will result
in a fine. But when the alarm is set
off just by cooking French fries in
the oven, the blame should not lie
with residents.
The residents of Dorris
Twitchell Allen Village and Edith
Patch Hall will be forced to pay
$150 when over-sensitive fire
alarms set off in their kitchens.
Students were not intentionally try-
ing to cause a false sense of emer-
gency, as is the case with most
prank fire alarms. They were sim-
ply cooking dinner. It is the respon-
sibility of the university to fix the
alarms - something that was sup-
posedly taken care of last year. Not
only is the problem feeding off the
funds of students, but a faulty
smoke detector is a safety hazard.
Until the detectors are fixed or
moved to a different location in
these residence halls, students will
continue to pay the price.
LEIXIati
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We've failed gay students
Time for society to ante up
The Harvey Milk High
School in New York is like no
other place for secondary educa-
tion in America. Their music,
English and foreign language
classes are just like the ones you
and I had. Why is this high
school so different, you ask? All
of the students are gay.
I thought the United States
had surely outgrown its early
historical tendencies to sepa-
rate people by race, color, sex
and religion. I'm not claiming
that I feel like I am being dis-
criminated against because I
am a heterosexual — certainly
not. From a person who went
to an all-male high school, I
can tell you firsthand that there
are still educational institu-
MARSHALL
DURY
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tions that separate young peo-
ple by sex.
Is the all-gay high school giv-
ing students a haven? Certainly,
and I would have it no other way.
Should it be necessary for gay
students to seek this type high
school education? I would have
to say no -- here's why.
Harvey Milk's student enroll-
ment has grown to 100 students
this year, tripling from previous
years, and is hoping to foster a
mutually accepting environment
in which students will not be
taunted or threatened. This argu-
ment works, but not for too long.
Why wasn't public school good
enough? Because they were ostra-
cized and excluded from normal
high school activities and given a
gay "Scarlet Letter" of sorts.
The high school's mission
statement reads, "[Harvey Milk
High Schools offers gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender and ques-
tioning youth an opportunity to
obtain a secondary education in a
safe and supportive environ-
ment." I blame society for failing
these kids.
In a country where you can
decode human genomes and put
See CULTURE page 9
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'The Ignorance Syndrome
Matthew Shaer's recent edi-
torial quoted President Bush as
saying "I caution those who
may try to take a speck out of
their neighbor's eye when
they've got a log in their own."
The president was stating that,
while he does stand behind his
own religious beliefs, he has no
right to judge others, since he
is just as imperfect as the rest
of us. And yet, the editor uses
this very statement in an
attempt to condemn both Mr.
Bush and his beliefs.
I do riot undertake a defense
of our President's beliefs — I
only have 300 words. Instead, I
affirm his right to believe in
whatever, or whomever he
chooses: whether that's God,
Allah, the Buddha or the Easter
Bunny.
The Constitution, the very
document that permits the edi-
tor's verbal assault, protects
every citizen's right to worship
freely. President Bush is no
less a citizen than Shaer. Our
nation was founded on the
ideal of religious freedom, and
any person, even the President,
will believe in something or be
an ideal-less automaton.
See LETTERS page 9
Far from
home
Asian tigers in Africa
JAMES
Critics
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The sun slowly rises on the
National Zoological Gardens,
deep in the lush green bowels of
the African jungle. From large
metal cages, the faint rumble of
two Chinese tigers pervades the
morning air as they are cautiously
released into their new home. But
these once ferocious beasts have a
distinctive difference that sets
them apart from their predatory
relatives. These tigers must he
taught by their human captors, one
of the most basic tools of survival,
a skill which is normally devel-
oped shortly after birth but for
them has never been a necessity:
how to hunt.
After years of uncontrolled
elimination by humans and the
destruction of native habitats and
capturing for our own amusement,
these animals have been reduced
in iiumbers to less than 100: 60 in
zoos and only X) in the wild.
Those left have, become domesti-
cated to a level that dangerously
threatens their very means of exis-
tence and are pale shadows of their
savage ancestors. They are, in
some ways, an impressive mass of
teeth and hair with no knowledge
of how to use them. In human
terms, a situation such as this is
roughly equivalent to imprisoning
a young child in a room with Jell-
0 floors and then, at the age of 18,
teaching him how to walk.
Although I applaud the efforts
of the "Save China's Tigers
Foundation" for attempting to cure
at least a small part of this problem
and trying to raise the tiger popula-
tion, it must be realized that this
action only represents the symp-
toms of a much larger social sick-
ness. Mankind, in its amazing
arrogance and over-inflated sense
of self importance, has long since
taken it upon themselves to
become the owner, keeper and
executioner of all other animals on
this planet. In a strictly literal sense
of the word, zoos and other such
institutes of animal captivity are
See TIGERS page 9
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chimpanzees in space, it is sad
to think that our moral code of
being mutually human to each
other cannot cross the barrier of
sexual-preference. The school is
wrong in its assumption of
doing these kids a great service
for long-term benefits. Surely
providing any student with a
safe environment to earn their
high school diploma is noble
and beneficial. The problem
with this process is the possibil-
ity for some of its students to
graduate and have a false sense
of their acceptance or security in
the world after they get their
diploma.
It can be argued that these stu-
dents do know about the "real
world" of being gay — being
driven to a non-traditional high
school. Surely being made fun of
because of whom you date is
something that surely breaks
down the confidence and self-
esteem of any teenager.
Consequently, homosexual
students transferred to Harvey
Milk High School because they
would not be ridiculed and berat-
ed for their sexual orientation —
that is a problem. Public and pri-
vate high schools should be fos-
tering communities that accept
Tigers
nothing more than prisons for
species whose only crime was to
not be born with opposable
thumbs.
Whether through unnecessary
research or simply for our own
sadistic entertainment, these poor
creatures have become more of a
circus attraction than a vital part of
their ecosystem, living their exis-
tence as spectacles of exotic
amusement rather.than the majes-
tic hunters that nature intended.
Further more, the rapidly
diminishing number of these ani-
mals is largely caused by human
tampering with the natural balance
of their native environments.
Therefore, it seems amazingly
Letters
Worse by far is Shaer's logic
— stng that "...religious
thinking ... is often selective"
and that "[most] of the rules in
the Good Book are routinely,
and pleasurably ignored" —
hardly makes it advisable that
we all abandon our ideals.
Instead, it tells us that, whatev-
er our personal rules, "Thou
shalt not steal thy best friend's
girl," none of us is so perfect as
to follow them all of the time.
Ti ILIYLFSTECAMPUS Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down
from page 8
people no matter who they are
and where they've been.
This high school is curbing a
problem that will only grow
worse with time. What if all gay
students decided that they didn't
feel safe in their current high
schools? What then? That will
never happen, but it's worth
wondering to understand how
the smaller question can turn
into a larger problem. How are
the most important years of a
person's self discovery going to
be altered in a.setting that does
not give a person the day-to-day
stresses of being gay?
Part of me feels like this high
school is a step backwards. With
good intentions, the Harvey Milk
High School has smoke-screened
the real problem and by no fault
of their own, given these young
people a lifestyle that they may
not be able to continue after high
school. If anything, this high
school is a statement about our
culture. It's sad to think a per-
centage of homosexual teenagers
are being forced to seek different
settings for their education only
because we, as a collective
group, failed them.
Marshall Dury is a senior
English major.
from page 8
ironic that in order to solve this
problem, the foundation has decid-
ed to alter sections of Africa by
releasing dangerous animals com-
pletely foreign to that continent.
Now it is important to note that
yours truly is far from being a
hard-core animal fanatic or a veg-
etarian for that matter. I do, in fact,
enjoy the occasional side of fuzzy
woodland creature. So perhaps this
article is less of a strongly held
opinion and more of a plea for for-
giveness, a humble apology to all
the wild beasts, which have suf-
fered on our vicious climb to the
top of the food chain.
James Gilks is a freshman
journalism major.
from page 8
Just as we must not judge all
Christians by the failures of a
few, we must not judge the
press on the ill-considered
words of one bigoted Editor-
In-Chief. We must be tolerant
of his failure to avoid discrimi-
nation when he refers to reli-
gion as, a disease. Rather, we
must try to cure the ignorance
causing such behavior.
Kristen Higgins
Communication sciences
and disorders major
• Red Sox
• Nice weather
• Money front your
parents'
• "Chow Maine" in
the Market;
• No "Tuna Webster"
• RIAA
'Your balls are showing'
Wack-jobs just don't refer to your family members
For the past couple of years,
I have traditionally started
each fall semester by writing a
column about the dos and
don'ts of going to college. So
this year I have again decided
to follow suit and give you
some advice. However, to
break up the monotony, I have
decided to try something a lit-
tle different. Below I have
given you a few terms and their
meanings: a dictionary if you
will, to help boost your college
vocabulary. Feel free to look
them over and don't worry —
there won't be a test after.
Nippleballer: A "nipple-
bailer" is a guy who works out
at Latti fitness center, or any
other gym for that matter, and
wears apparel that doesn't
cover his nipples and/or his
scrotum. Meaning, if you wear
tiny tank tops and teeny shorts,
you're a "nippleballer." Don't
worry — if you wear spandex
shorts to the gym, you're not a
nippleballer — you're just a
giant hard-on.
Beav-sneaker: This one
applies to girls who work out
wearing very tiny shorts.
You're not quite as bad as a
nippleballer, but be advised:
With every rep you do, guys
are trying to catch a peek at
your beaver. Note: I'm not
talking about the animal that
chews on wood and builds
dams.
Close-Proximity Ass Kisser:
or C-PAKs as I call them, sit
right in the front row during
every awful, boring lecture. A
TRAVIS
COWING
,
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C-PAK always has a few
dumb-ass questions for the
professor, which makes the
class go even longer than it
should. C-PAKs never miss a
class and they are rarely ever
late. While you're fighting off a
hangover, C-PAKs feel "just
great" because they "don't ever
drink." So, if you decide to
become a C-PAK yourself, just
remember one thing: C-PAKs
get good grades but everyone
f*cking hates you.
Sportyscrewer: A sportyscrew-
er is a chick who will only have sex
with athletes of UMaine. Meaning,
if you don't toss the pigskin or lace
up ice skates, you can consider her
pants sealed. Synonyms: Puck
sluts, turf toys and dugout hoes.
Phone Jack-offs: A Phone
Jack-off is a guy/girl who has
a boyfriend/girlfriend living
far, far away. He/she will not
go out and have any fun
because he/she feels the need
to talk on the phone six hours
every night. Phone Jack-offs
say things like, "we're going
make this long distance thing
work" or "she would never
cheat on me." Get a clue boys
and girls. Meanwhile, she's a
freshman down at Clemson
getting railed by every dude
on the defensive line. It's
time you hung up that phone
and went out and got yourself
a piece of ass.
Jelly Shirts: This is a term I
use for chicks who like to go
out dancing or partying wear-
ing a "belly shirt." Belly shirts
look very cute on a girl with a
nice flat tummy, but there are
more than a few girls out there
who should have stopped wear-
ing a belly shirt about 45
pounds ago. Listen honey —
I'm proud of my gut too but I
don't parade it all over the
damn town. So unless you plan
to make a sandwich, put your
jelly away.
Wack-jobs: This is a term
used when a person mastur-
bates in his/her roommates
bed, usually because they have
the only room with a DVD
player. Example: When you go
home for the weekend to do
laundry, chances are very high
that your roommate will pull a
"wack-job." Don't laugh. It
does happen.
There you have it kids: a
few must know terms for high-
er education. Think of them as
"Cliff's Notes for College." I
have to be going because I
have a date tonight with a
sporty screwer. I told her I was
on a dodge ball scholarship.
Hopefully I get lucky with her
because I'm getting real tired
of pulling "wack-jobs."
Travis Cowing is looking
into expanding his every day
vocabulary by becoming a
member of the Oxford-English
Dictionary editing team.
Where's the magic?
Weak tricks make for weak entertainment
One of America's most well-
known magicians has begun his
latest "magic wowing." No, this
talented master of illusion is not
moving a building, raising a
corpse or throwing a fireball.
This time, David Blaine is in a
box. It's clear and very small, giv-
ing Blaine just enough room for
himself and his few possessions.
Will the box be set on fire,
offering Blaine only seconds to
escape? Will the box be weight-
ed and thrown into the sea? Are
poisonous snakes or scorpions
involved? No — Blaine plans
to stay in that little box for
more than six weeks. The only
items he brought with him were
a supply of water, a quilt, a pil-
low, a journal, a change of
clothes and a photo of his
mother.
Now I don't know if Blaine
is trying for some modern day
Gandhi image, but locking
himself up in a little box
reminds me of some little
.attention-starved kid. Blaine
says that this trick will give
him a shance to search for his
inner "truths." If he wants to
JOHN
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get all Zen with himself, fine.
But why not go to some medi-
tative setting, like the middle
of the woods or some garden?
Maybe he'll find out how
deeply meaningful hunger
cramps, boredom and a little
glass house really are.
America recognizes Blaine
as one of the most intelligent
and talented performers to hit
the big time in years. His inno-
vation and creativity in street
magic have made him popular.
respected and admired. Why
throw it away on a less-than-
meaningful stunt? Why waste
over six weeks in some stupid
box when he could be using his
magical powers to float or turn
people into animals?
Sure, everyone knows that
going without food for six
weeks could suck, and most of
us probably wouldn't make it.
All he should get is a pat on the
back — great Blaine, you can
do something dumb the rest of
us can't and you've become a
novelty like "The Guinness
Book Of World Records" fat-
test man.
Blaine is defiantly respected
for his art, but this latest trick
of intrigue could leave a few of
us back in the dust. Maybe we
just don't get it, maybe there is
something truthful, deep, and
philosophic about this box he's
in.
When asked about his
magic, Blaine said "[I want to
bring magic] to a level where
Houdini had it a hundred. years
ago. When you thought of
magic, you were intrigued ...
you were emotionally moved
by it. It had a meaning and a
purpose."
On the other hand, a box?
It's not even a magic box; this
trick doesn't catch on fire or
make it disappear. Let's go
Blaine — appeal to the masses.
Make stuff blow up, or at least
steal the Statue of Liberty.
John Evans is working on
reappearing for his by-line.
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rips
The RIAA takes on
student filesharers
By Jesse Davis
Staff Writer
Downloading mp3s. Is it legal? Illegal? Right?
Wrong? These questions have been brought to the
surface once again due to the recent lawsuit filed by
the Recording Industry Association of America
against file-sharer "nycfashiongirl," who was
allegedly sharing over 900 songs and 200 other files
over the Internet. Her struggle to keep her identity
secret has made national news since late August.
These numbers may cause some students
to shudder, as their own music libraries may
exceed these numbers in some cases, by vast
amounts. Some are even left to question if
they will be next in a string of lawsuits the
RIAA has filed.
One major argument used by both file-
sharers and non file-sharers is that there are so
many people doing it, why are they trying to
stop it? Most people know it is illegal and
agree that the recording industry has the right
to do something about it. But the tens of thou-
sands of potential lawsuits seem unreasonable
to many University of Maine students.
"I'm indifferent," Emily Fogg, a junior
mechanical engineering major, said. "I think
it's ridiculous and I just can't take it seriously."
Rodger Wong, a first year music education
major added, "They're never going to be able
to stop it."
DIRECT'
Connect-3
NeoModue
41-de mr 71111P elk
IMAGES COURTESY OF KAZAA.COM, NAPSTER.COM AND NEOMODUS.COM
RIPPED OFF — Napster, Direct Connect and Kazaa are
three of the controversial filesharing programs that are
under attack by the RIAA.
Although Kazaa has lost some of its inter-
est and Napster has become a pay site, stu-
dents at UMaine have adopted the program
Direct Connect as the newest substitute.
Firewalled to protect it from outside snoopers
and kept quiet in conversation, DC is only a
file sharing program. The program itself says
that it does nothing illegal and was meant
more for media sharing, such as personal pic-
tures and documents for business. It is only
when people begin sharing mp3s, movies and
music videos that it becomes a vehicle for
illegal activity. The administrators of DC
combat responsibility for this by having a dis-
claimer that reads "As administrator of this
year's hub, I neither support nor participate in
the sharing of copyrighted or otherwise ille-
gal files or media of any kind. However, that
said, I have neither the time nor the resources
to monitor the content of shared directories
for this entire campus, therefore I leave it to
the individual user to decide what is appropri-
ate to share for this community to download.
Despite my facilitation of this service, I will
not be held responsible for any legal infringe-
ment committed by another student, faculty
member or other Direct Connect user. Thank
you, and enjoy."
Despite the evident opposition, there are
those who agree with the recording industry's
action against music piracy.
"It is illegal," Katie Richards, a first year
secondary education major, said. "It's not the
best way to go about it, but they can do it."
In the end, it is the nation's judicial system
that will decide whether or not downloading
music will remain illegal. Until then, the pub-
lic, and college students especially, will just
have to wait for this file to finish download-
ing.
Redesigning
college TV
By Luke Krummel
Staff Reporter
Move over "Survivor," watch Out "Friends" and step
aside Letterman, there is a new TV genre hitting the big
time: Nu-design TV. That's right, "Trading Spaces,"
"While You Were Out" and other design shows have taken
over the TV set. Surprising as that may sound, it may be
even more surprising that college students are being con-
sidered as one of the top demographics feeding into this
new found Thomestyle" and fashion-filled frenzy.
In "Trading Spaces," possibly the most popular of this
genre of television, neighboring homeowners swap houses
See 1111-8111111111 ea pegs 13
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DESIGNING FRENZY — "While You Were Out" is one-of the
shows leading the charge for the Nu-Design TV wave.
HEALTH SPOT 
The lies of
Dr. Atkins
By Tara Hire and Jay
Fonseca
For The Maine Campus
Are you on a diet, thinking
about starting a diet or wish you
could find a diet that actually
works? To answer all these ques-
tions, many people have turned
to the latest fad in modern diet-
ing — the Atkins diet. But is it
healthy? We all know people
who are on it, and we all see
them losing weight. Well, the
hard part's been done for you.
Once you read this, you'll never
again wonder whether or not to
avoid the bread on your sand-
wich.
Here are the facts: if you start
cutting carbohydrates out of your
diet, and increase protein and fat
to replace them, you will lose
weight. The initial weight loss is
mostly water from your liver
when stored sugar, called glyco-
gen, gets used up. Then, starving
for glucose, your body is forced
to break down fat for energy, and
the weight, slowly but surely,
continues to come off.
There are two major factors
that help you lose weight with
this diet. The first is something
called the Glycemic Index
Theory (GI). The higher the GI
of the food, the more of that food
a person would want to eat to get
full. Protein foods have a very
low GI and therefore, after eating
these foods, a person is left feel-
ing fuller and more satisfied.
The thing about this GI theory is
that in all of our research, we
couldn't find any reliable studies
to back it up.
The second weight-loss factor
with this diet is a decreased
caloric intake. Just like any other
diet with fewer calories, the end
product is a thinner you. It just
so happens that Atkins has you
abstaining from all those high-
sugar desserts, snacks and sodas.
Those sweets are essentially
carbs anyway, so cutting them
out of your diet is exactly how
you reduce your total caloric
intake.
Unfortunately, we kept find-
ing some pretty bad stuff about
the Atkins regime. High-protein
diets cut out most fruits, vegeta-
bles and whole-grain foods,
when there are a ton of studies
showing how important they
really are. The Atkins Diet is
missing out on phytochemicals
— think of them as healthy plant
chemicals — gut-friendly fiber
and cancer-fighting antioxidants.
See NEWS on psis 12
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CD REVIEWS
"A Mark. A Mission. A Brand. A
Scar."
Dashboard Confessionals
Vagrant Records
.11,1000 CUNFISSIM '
Dashboard Confessional released their fourth album A Mark
— A Mission — A Brand — A Scar in August. Their soft, err o
wannabe punk sound has not altered much from their previous
albums. Their new album seems aimed at male adolescents,
ages 14-18. Dashboard actually seems to be stuck in a high
school mentality with their song writing. As other artists
progress in their song writing keeping a constant fan following,
Dashboards lyrics are for adolescents only.
The first thing that I noticed listening to Dashboard s new
album was that each song s pattern and sound is almost identical
to the last. This makes the album s lyrics and instrumentals
slow and monotonous. Not much talent or excitement, as songs
try and build to climax that never happens. Their lyrics are sim-
ple and targeted at confused teenagers. The album s central idea
is that you can never find the right girl or what you want. Lead
singer, Christopher Carrabba, sings about how he wishes he was
smarter to get the perfect girl in the song Hey Girl. While the
album is lacking in lyrical ear candy, it does have a few songs
that even the casual listener can indulge in such as Ghost of A
Good Thing, and the opening track Hands Down.
I have to admit I liked Dashboard s last album, The Places
You Have Come to Fear the Most. I seem to have matured
since then and find their new album immature and irrelevant to
anything happening in my life. I half imagined the album to ask
me to sit next to it during lunch in the cafeteria, or to pass me a
note during study hall. However, if you re an adolescent male
ages 14 to 18, don t think things are going your way, and have
no idea how to pick up a chick; I m sure that you 11 love the new
Dashboard album.
Dave Blanchard
"Page Avenue"
Story of the Year
Maverick
Page Avenue, a new release by the band Story of the Year,
opens up as an ass-kicking hard rock album that grabs your
attention from the very beginning. The first track, And the
Hero Will Drown, was unbelievably impressive. It opens with
some screaming, fast guitar riffs and a kicking drumbeat. The
song has its soft moments to break up the monotony of hardness,
but does not really digress from the original theme of the tune.
As the track closed, I had high hopes that I hadn t run across
another album that is geared for that 15-year-old MTV crowd.
Unfortunately I had. The third track, Anthem of Our Dying
Day, sounds like every other song geared towards the punk
element of society that is played on the local Top 40 radio sta-
tions. It starts out very quiet and calm with a few minor effects
to get the listener interested, then takes it up a notch and fin-
ishes in just the way it started, leaving the listener wondering
what kind of music they just wasted time listening to.
This group seems almost schizophrenic stylistically.
Listening to the album, it s hard to figure out what they are try-
ing to accomplish. They sound like they are leaning more
towards the hard-rock genre, but it also seems as though their
producer wanted them to stick more with the pop sound that will
get them played on the radio. Their sound is very much like a
cross between Good Charlotte and Linkin Park, but unfortu-
nately their path has already been paved by someone else and
they have now become a cheap rip-off band. Not to mention the
fact that they just aren t as good as the original. The album is
good enough to borrow but not to buy. So, go find that sucker on
your floor who bought it. If you can t find it, trust me, you re
not missing out.
Arthur Lidrall
GOT A BAND?
Give your show dates to Kyle Webster
via FirstClass and possibly get free
press in The Maine Campus.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
Offending someone is easy to
pull off, but managing to offend
the masses is a true art and avoid-
ing being offended deserves even
higher praise.
So it is with The Best Page in
the Universe. Chances are
you ye stumbled upon this page
at some point, whether through a
friend or by complete accident.
Either way, you were either
immediately hooked, or offended
on the spot. Either way, I m will-
ing to bet the creator of this site
couldn t care less.
The Best Page is presented
in primitive HTML, and its only
purpose is to be a ranting plat-
form for Maddox, the site s cre-
ator. Below the title on the main
page is the sub-header, This
page is about me and why every-
thing I like is great. If you dis-
agree with anything you find on
this page, you are wrong. His
weekly rants range from attack-
ing easy targets like Titanic
and Michael Bolton to going
miles out of the way to be offen-
sive.
At their worst, his essays are
misogynist and pointless. He s
11
Monkey
ddoxxmission.com
devoted several
posts to his dis-
like of
Feminazis and
even made a
swastika-like symbol for them.
One entire essay documents mak-
ing his girlfriend change the oil in
his car, and getting mad because he
was trying to play video games at
the same time. The only plausible
reason for posts like this is to pro-
voke hate mail, to which he devotes
a section of his site.
At his best, Maddox can be
one of the funniest writers on the
interne. One highlight is his par-
ody of X-Treme marketing.
Think this is just some ordinary
snack? asks his advertisement.
Hell no, you Peking idiot! This
is Banana Assault banana
chips with a bad attitude! The
accompanying picture of an
angry banana holding a sword
and flipping you off is a brilliant
example of Maddox s proficien-
cy with MS Paint.
Other times, you re embar-
rassed to find yourself nodding in
agreement with him. He attacks
vegetarians by pointing out that
By Tony Reaves
For The Maine Campus
millions of rodents in fields are
killed by grain harvesting and he
even accuses Christopher Reeves
of being selfish because Reeves
never cared about paralysis vic-
tims before he was thrown from a
horse.
Maddox refuses to have ban-
ner ads on his site, even though he
gets as many as 100,000 hits in a
single day. While this sounds
noble at first, it s obvious that
Maddox wants his page to serve
no purpose but to feed his huge
ego. He s quick to point out that
his site is more popular than the
Web sites of major soft drinks and
fast food restaurants, which only
encourages his megalomania.
The Best Page in the
Universe is written by a jerk
who places humor far above what
he actually cares about, but to be
blatantly honest, the man is damn
funny. If you can take him with a
grain of salt, then you re in for
one hell of a good time.
Squirrels are friends, phallic
in new adult cartoon book
By Alice Shin
For The Maine Campus
Squirrels are your friend is
the motto of the new cartoony,
adult book, The Really Super
Book About Squirrels, written
by Graham Taylor and illustrat-
ed by Graham Roumieu.
When you first open the
Review
book, there is a page dedicated
to introducing the author, illus-
trator and Jimmy the Squirrel.
Jimmy the Squirrel is excited
about having a book written
about him. Jimmy the Squirrel
looks like an inflated penis with
a string of fluffy decorations
trailing behind him. Honestly, I
don t have a problem with squir-
rels; they re kind of cute
when they DON T resemble a
male s lower regions. Writing a
book about them is just a bit too
much squirrel love for me, but I
tried to give it the benefit of the
doubt.
The book starts out with the
SIIIMPILS ea pap 12
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SQUIRRELS SUCK — Graham Taylor's book, "A Really
Super Book About Squirrels."
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Squirrels'
book shows
desperation
From SQUIRRELS on page 11
words "Oh Squirrel, we live so
close, yet we cannot be friends."
Then the author complains about
how the squirrel runs away when
he tries to give it a nut. Maybe
the squirrel learned from his
mother not to take sweets from
strangers, especially beings with
disproportional bodies and a pea
for a head, which you can evalu-
ate from the illustration next to
the words. Okay, the illustration
isn't THAT bad, but it bugs me
that the man drawn in the book
is creepy as hell, with a dead
expression and hallowed eyes.
It's no wonder the squirrel does-
n't want to be your friend.
The story itself is so random
it hurts. There is a haiku about
squirrels towards the middle of
the book, which has no rele-
vance whatsoever to the story.
It's about the squirrel jumping
over a branch and quickly run-
ning away. Three lovely lines
written in honor of this animal,
as if one whole book wasn't
enough.
My roommate told me, "It's
about a poor man with social
relationship problems who tries
to make friends with a squirrel to
wash away his insecurities." I
suppose she may be right, and
perhaps there is deeper meaning
to this book. It is partially
enjoyable, and maybe the author
could make some money from
marketing the image. I suggest
inventing dildos shaped like
Jimmy the Squirrel and become
a multimillionaire. Yea! Hooray
for Squirrels!
Jiving with the best
CAMPUS PHOTO • HOLLY BARBER
Kat Roy (left) sings at Java Jive Tuesday night in the Stillwater Canal Co. Pub. Last year, Roy was the win-
ner of the Best of Java Jive contest, and as her award, she was asked to be featured in this performance.
She invited Andy Matson (right) to accompany her on guitar.
Don't give in: How to avoid Dr. Atkins and fad dieting
There are also a ton of
unknowns about this type of diet.
Cutting carbs out of what you eat
makes your body think you're
starving, but you are not because
you're still eating - you're just
not eating stuff that is readily
broken down. Your body then
goes into something called keto-
sis, meaning your blood pH will
drop, your kidneys get strained
and your central nervous system
becomes depressed. Not to men-
tion you increase your risk of a
heart attack and go into shock
from dehydration. That's why
Atkins covers his butt by telling
you to drink eight glasses of
water a day, take a fish oil sup-
plement for your cholesterol, and
assures you that the tiredness will
go away as you slowly add carbs
back into your diet. If you don't
follow the diet exactly, it's only a
matter of time until your first
heart attack.
All piercings are $8.00 including jewelry
Hospital grade sterilization
State licensed inspected
• .Single use needles b inks
35 years combined experience
Evergrowing line of jewelry & artwork
Expanded to accomodate our growing clientel
...Specializing in custom b portrait work
15%-ditcoont on tattoos with student ID
25 North Main St.. BREWER
9894-2436
High-protein diets are difficult
to stick to and are unhealthy in
the long run. This is not a way of
life. Even though it works to lose
weight, the average person is bet-
ter off increasing his or her activ-
ity and eating a well-balanced
and varied diet with an emphasis
on moderation of fats and sweets.
However, if you are obese, talk to
your doctor about this diet. It
may work short term and be a
healthy way to bring you to a
good weight. The trick is, once
you reach your goal weight, you
need to work with a nutritionist
and trainer to find the right diet
and gtivIty level to keep you in
shape and keep the weight off.
Americans tend to be too
obsessed with changing what
they put into their bodies instead
of increasing their activity level.
It's tough, but weight control
requires healthy, balanced eating
with exercise.
www.mainecampus.com
Book Signing
at the
Bookstore
Friday, Septemberl9th
From 12-2pm
Gilson and Depoy will he signing their new book,
Rethinking Disability:
Priniples for Professional & Social Change
"This work balances theory and relevance
very well, and would certainly aid
students in understanding a number of
key issues..." Alison Carey,
Temple University
Come join us in welcoming
Liz Depoy and Stephen Gilson! k
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PICKS
"Alone Time"
with the Maine
Marketplace
Best Thinking Song: "Home by the Sea"
by Phil Collins
Best Spot on Campus: The Mall
Best Book: "Cujo" by Stephen King
Angie McGinn, Food Server
Best Thinking Song: Anything Punk
Best Spot on Campus: The Football Field
Best Book: "The Regulators" by Richard
Bachman
Josh Albery, Student Worker
Best Thinking Song: "Angel" by Sarah
McLachlan
Best Spot on Campus: The Library
Best Book: "Reviving Ophelia"
Sherry Cauthen, Student Supervisor
Best Thinking Song: "Lateralus" by Tool
Best Spot on Campus: The Bathroom
Best Book: "Ishmael"
Jared White, Starbucks Employee
DITCH THe CaR,
GRaB a BoaRD
Help reduce pollution by using 'honor modes of tnamporation
when travelling to and from school Skateboarding, Ming, car-
pooling and taking the bus will lessen harmful minim into our
air. Do your put Save the planet
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THE TOP NOTCH — Nu-Design shows feature carpenters and designers assisting
everyday people in reinventing their homes.
"Trading Spaces," "While You
Were Out" dominate design TV
From NU-DESION on page 10
for a weekend in order to totally
re-design one room of the
owner's choice. Each couple gets
$1,000, 48 hours, a designer and
a carpenter to finish the room.
"While You Were Out,"
"Trading Spaces"' second
cousin. involves just one couple.
As is said in the title, while one
of the members of the couple is
gone for the weekend, the other
half is at home with a designer.
carpenter and other helpers, slav-
ing over a room that the other has
wanted to see made over.
College students all over the
country are falling in love with
seeing people's styles criticized.
home's revamped and mundane
lifestyle's destroyed.
Other shows, such as "Queer
Eye For The Straight Guy" and
"What Not To Wear" offer a look
at real life situations and plain
people as they are made-over by
flamboyant men who offer blunt
criticisms and humorous man-
nerisms.
"Personally, I just love to see
t they come up with, it gives
ideas for what I want to do
n I end up decorating my
in the future, 'lus it's
interesting to see the reactions of
the homeowners," Micah
Bolduc, a third year international
affairs major, said.
"The entertaining cast keeps
me watching," Sarah Arensberg,
a fourth year kinesiology and
physical education major, said.
The definitive two, "Trading
Spaces" and "While You Were
Out," are the Muhammad All's
of Design TV, although picking a
favorite may not be an easy task
for some. Unconventional meth-
ods may be needed.
"It's hard to pick a favorite,
basically it just comes down to
which carpenter is more cute, Ty
("Trading Spaces") or Andrew
("While You Were Out"). I'm
going to say Ty, he's definitely
cuter," Bolduc said.
Where did these shows come
from and why is this craze hitting
now? It's not hard to imagine
that "Martha Stewart's Living," a
crafter's show, had a little to do
with it, hut it appears to be some-
thing deeper than just one show.
All signs point to what many
consider the original Nu-design
show, Britain's "Changing
Rooms," The BBC, which has
been ripped of for such American
favorites.ns"Whn -
Millionaire" and "Big Brother,"
runs a show called "Changing
Rooms," which recently cele-
brated its 100th episode. It first
went on the air in 1999. 'Trading
Spaces" has only been around
since 2000.
"As odd as it sounds, I've
always loved home improve-
ment shows like Bob Vila's
"This Old Howie". and
"Hometime," so "Trading
Spaces" and -While You Were
Out" soon became two of my
favorite shows to watch,"
Bolduc said. According to
Bolduc, she watches design
shows for at least two hours a
day. But she is not the only one
camping out in front of her TV.
"I watch them whenever I see
them on TV, which is at least
three times a week," Onaliese
Bailey, a fourth year elementary
education major, said.
"I watch them whenever I'm
home," said Arensberg.
College students are in tune
with personality, a do,it-yourseit
attitude and feel free persona
towards change. Nu-Design is
definitely giving modern TV n
makeover and esnsing
lege
Alt+Ci+W
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by Sprangtimayer &Davis
PCTLY. DRAW COMICS. _
SUBMIT THEM TO
THE MAINE CAMPUS.
GET PUBLISHED.
For publication in Monday's
paper, drop off black and white
comics with your name to The
Maine Campus office in the
basement of Memorial Union by
Sunday at 3 p.m.
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TODAY'S HOROSCOPE
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Med. care plan
4 "The Screens"
dramatist
9 Christmas tune
14 McKellen of "The
Lord of the
Rings"
15 Pontificate
16 Maytag rival
17 Pains in the
neck
19 Chew noisily
20 One fisherman
21 Protection from
the elements
23 Nerve gaps
25 Breakfasted
26 Hilarious fellow
27 Center, in hoops
32 Spoils
34 Ray of "Battle
Cry"
35 Teamster's rig
36 Large vase
37 Cassava dish
40 -CIO
41 Aries or Taurus
43 Marshes
44 Trees for dates
46 Composition
writer
48 Chap
49 Egt.-Syr., once
50 Wiseacres
54 Certain
executioners
58 Magazine piece
59 Ho's hello
60 Champagne
cooler
62 Calendar page
63 Road worker
64 Way in: abbr.
65 I'm outta here!
66 Garbo or Borg
67 The way, in
China
DOWN
1 Small
suggestions
2 Base-stealer
Wills
3 Fries alternative
4 Gridiron upright
5 Hemingway or
Borg nine
6 Mother-of-pearl
1 4 5 6 / 8 9 10
1111
11 1.) 13
14
151111
16
1/11
18 111
20111111
2311111124
16
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19
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34III
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II
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61
611111111
58
5
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61 11111
651111 11111 67
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7 Seine summer
8 Hardy lass
9 Regained
consciousness
10 Charms
11 Talk wildly
12 A single time
13 Bolger and
Haley's co-star
18 Killed, as a
dragon
22 Hurricane's
aftermath
24 EMS devices
28 Nuptial vows
29 Gigolo's date?
30 Like radios
31 Guitarist
Lofgren
32 Misleading
device
33 "Battle Cry" 45
author 47
34 Tarzan's friends
38 Ignited 48
39 Opening 51
42 Childishly
disobedient 52
08/18/03
Solutions to Monday's puzzle
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Bit of tomfoolery
Motorcycle
maker
Dressed
"Tara Road"
writer Binchy
"Maria "
53 Altercation
54 Bad actors
55 Lotion ingredient
56 "But answer
came there
57 Small drinks
61 Crow cry
Even your mom doesn't
put out twice a week.
But The Maine Campus does.
The Maine Campus is always
looking for new talent. No expe-
rience necessary. Contact a sec-
tion editor for more information.
NEWS: Kristin Saunders, 1270
OPINION: Marshall Duly, 3061
STYLE: Kyle Webster, 3061
SPORTS: Kris Healey, 1268
COMICS: Tracy Collins, 1267
PHOTOS: Holly Barber, 3059
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Explore dating
options, Virgo
Virgo August 23 to September 21
The school year has just started, and already you have your
hands full with dating options! Don't tie yourself down quite
yet. It's only September and you have plenty of time to find
something serious. For now, take advantage of all of the
prospects coming your way.
Libra September 22 to October 22
You've heard through the grapevine that a certain close
friend of yours has the hots for you. Be careful that you don't
allow your feelings to get in the way of an important friend-
ship.
Scorpio October 23 to November 21
After ending things with that former flame, you find your-
self a little bit lost in the whole dating scene. Don't be con-
cerned with rebounding, but allow yourself time to yourself.
You will start to love yourself again.
Sagittarius November 22 to December 20
You have been spending a lot of time with a certain person,
but you're not quite sure exactly what your status. Don't be
afraid to approach him or her about the issue.
Capricorn December 21 to January 19
This school year is an opportunity for you to get out more
than you did last year. Whatever group you choose to join, you
can be confident that you will meet a ton of new people.
Aquarius January 20 to February 17
The school year has just begun, and already you find your-
self slipping away into lazy procrastination. Try to overcome
this urge and keep up with your schoolwork. There will be
plenty of time to put things off later in the semester.
Pisces February 18 to March 20
•
Is that person you are so interested in fully giving you the
time and attention you deserve? Reassess what you have with
this person, and if you do not feel you are being satisfied, don't
be afraid to try your hand in the single lane.
Aries March 21 to April 19
You thought there was time to get that much-needed job.
Now time has caught up with you! If you want money, you're
going to have to work for it.
Taurus April 20 to May /9
You just found out someone you least expected has a crush
on you, and you are not quite sure how to react to that knowl-
edge. Be careful not to give him or her themilifernippidea until
you are sure of how you feel.
Gemini May 20 to June 20
Schoolwork already getting you down? Try not th let
it stress you out. Allow yourself to relax and have a primo
pampering session. A little time away from the books will
make it a lot easier for you to tackle them later when you need
to.
Cancer June 21 to July 21
. Things aren't quite working out right now between
you and a certain person in your life. Both of you are upset,
and neither is willing to work things out. Put things behind you
and approach him or her, you will definitely not regret it.
Leo July 22 to August 22
You have your eyes on a certain someone, but are
afraid to make a move. Carpe diem and seize the day! Rumor
has it that he or she has noticed you as well, so you have noth-
ing to worry about.
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The Rec. Sports report
Upcoming deadlines and events
By Kyle Smith
For The Maine Campus
Summer is over, and you have worked very hard at getting rid of
those unsightly pounds. So avoid gaining all that weight back and
have a little fun doing it by participating in one of the many intramu-
ral sports offered by campus recreation. Deadlines are fast approach-
ing for many sports, so now is the time to act. Fitness programs are
also a great way to stay in shape, but act quickly for these classes too
because the next session's deadline is Monday, Sept. 15. Did we men-
tion that all these programs come at little or no cost at all? Questions
can be directed to Thad Dwyer, associate director of campus recre-
ation, on FirstClass or his extension at 581-1081.
September/October Intramural Sports
M=Men, W=Women, C=Coed
• Innertube Water Polo (M, W), entry deadline Sept.
23, play begins Sept. 25.
• Black Bear Triathlon (M, W), entry deadline Sept.
27, play begins Sept. 28.
• Indoor Softball (M, W), entry deadline Sept. 23, play
begins Sept. 29.
* Flag Football (C), entry deadline Sept. 23, play
begins Sept. 29.
• 3-on-3 Basketball (M, W), entry deadline Oct. 10,
play begins Sept. 29.
• Mountain Bike Race (M, W), entry deadline Oct. 16.
• Black Bear 5K (M,W), entry deadline Oct. 19.
* Cross Country Race (M, W), entry deadline Oct. 21.
• Floor Hockey (M, W), entry deadline Oct. 17, play
begins Oct. 22.
• Racquetball Doubles (M, W, C), entry deadline Oct.
23, play begins Oct. 28.
• Volleyball (C), entry deadline Oct. 27, play begins
Oct. 28.
A swing and a myth:
Baseball and superstition go hand and glove
By Jeff Guinn
Knight Ridder
Newspapers
ARLINGTON, Texas —
Around 1840, on a sunny after-
noon in or around New York City,
the first baseball game was proba-
bly played.
Not long after that, some play-
er decided it was bad luck to step
on the chalk foul lines.
Which is why, circa 2003,
when outfielder Doug Glanville
"deliberately" steps on the foul
line running to and from the
dugout between innings, he's
observing a personal superstition
and flouting one of baseball's old-
est at the same time.
"I step on the line because I
was always told you're not sup-
posed to," says Glanville, whose
good luck this season included
being traded earlier this season
from the also-ran Texas Rangers
to the pennant-contending
Chicago Cubs. "It's just some-
thing I do. I tell myself I'm not
really superstitious, but I don't
feel right/unless I do it."
Almost all of Glanville's for-
mer Rangers teammates do exact-
ly the opposite. On any given
night at The Ballpark in Arlington,
players step, hop or jump over the
foul line like they're avoiding
contact with a rattlesnake.
None profess to know "why"
foul-line contact is bad luck. They
just believe it is.
And if they believe it, it can
affect how well or poorly they
play, according to a special full-
time Rangers coach whose job it is
to help the team perform at its
emotional as well as physical
peak.
"Most often, what fans call
'superstitions' are really more
'routines," says Don Kalkstein,
the Rangers' "performance and Follow the same pre-game rou-
enhancement" coach. "Athletes tine (route to ballpark, pre-game
repeat actions that put them in a meal).
comfortable mental state. It's the Wear lucky garments, usually
old theory that if you have a way T-shirts.
to generate positive thoughts, pos- Use a lucky bat in clutch situa-
itive things happen." tions. If you don't get a hit, that
Baseball will always have its bat's no longer lucky.
special superstitions, predicts for- Sit in the same spot on the
mer major-league player and man- dugout bench during hot streaks.
ager Bobby Bragan. Sources: Bobby Bragan, Don
"They're an integral part of Kalkstein and Chuck Morgan
the game, just like the bat and
the ball," he says. "They provide
some color, some fun, and I
always said if a player believed
in a superstition, it must be
true."
Alex Rodriguez —
Position: Shortstop
Superstition: Rodriguez touch-
es second base on his way to
shortstop during the first inning of
every game, according to Rangers
coach Don Kalkstein.
Mark Teixeira—
Position: Outfielder
Superstition: The hard-hitting
rookie says he's had the same
superstition since Little League:
"When I'm in the on-deck circle, I
get the weighted bat and do a cou-
ple circles with it with one arm,
then with the other arm. It makes
me feel better, for some reason."
Rafael Palmeiro —
Position: First base
Superstition: Before batting,
the future Hall of Famer says, "I
always put my helmet on before
my batting gloves." But his "real"
superstition involves what he's
wearing under his Rangers jersey.
Palmeiro insists on wearing the
same T-shirt game after game
whenever he's hitting well.
Major-league superstitions
Denny McClain, the last
major-league pitcher to win 30
games in a single season (in 1968,
for the Detroit Tigers), had to
drink an entire can of Pepsi after
each inning on the mound.
Baltimore Orioles Hall of
Fame pitcher Jim Palmer insisted
on eating pancakes before each
start. He had one of the best win-
ning percentages in baseball histo-
ry.
Long-time Boston Red Sox
batting champ Wade Boggs
always had chicken for his pre-
game meal. When night games
were scheduled to begin at 7:35
p.m., he would run wind sprints at
precisely 7:17. One night in
Arlington, Rangers announcer
Chuck Morgan doctored the ball-
park clock to skip from 7:16 to
7:18. Boggs didn't get to adhere to
his ritual and went hitless.
Morgan takes credit.
Former Rangers shortstop Leo
Cardenas was terrified of the letter
"X." "Opposing players would
scratch X's into the infield dirt
around shortstop," teammate Rich
Billings recalls. "Cardenas would
refuse to go near the mark, even to
field a ground ball. Somebody
would have to come over and rub
Baseball's most common the 'X' out for him."
superstitions include: Sources: Rich Billings, Chuck
Don't step on the foul line. Morgan.
mrricinecampusClassifieds
MISCELLANEOUS
WORK FOR PEACE!!! 2 work-
study jobs open in Peace
Studies Program. Call/email
Barb Blazej, 581-2625.
STUDENT TRAVEL
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Best Prices.
Free Parties & Meals!,
1-800-234-7007
www,endies:ssunimertour,i.com
SELL SPRING BREAK TRIPS,
ALL THE FUN & THE PROTEC-
TION AMERCAN EXPRESS
WORLDWIDE, GUARUNTEED
BEST BUY, I FREE TRIP FOR
EVERY 10 PAID, OR CASH
STARTING WITH FIRST BOOK-
ING, MAKE YOUR SPRING
BREAK EXXTREME
EXXTREME VACATIONS, INC.
1-800-336-2260
USA SPRING BREAK.com
Cancun, Bahamas, Acapulco,
Jamaica & More! Don't be
fooled!
Spring break 2004 with STS.
America's tit student tour
operator. Hiring campus
reps. Call for group dis-
counts. Info reservations 1-
800-648-4849.
Spring Break '04 with Maxirri
& studentcity.com. Free trips.
Cash & VIP status as a campus
rep.! Book early for FREE
MEALS, FREE DRINKS & 150%
lowest.
HELP WANTED
UNIQUE PERSONAL ASSISTANT
JOB. Seeking help with
speechwriting, getting ready
for the day, daily chores,
driving, etc. $9/hr.
info@billpicard.com.
Want to be a star? Hollywood
production company seeking
videos for TV show. Win
$2500. For additional informa-
tion www.crazycol-
legepranks.com.
CNUM wants people with
mediation training or interest
$20/mediation. Call X-2639.
Advertise in The Maine
Campus. Call 581-1273
between 8:30 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. to place your
classified advertisement.
www.mainecampus.com
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Rugby ready for fall
from RUGBY page 20
Senior Matt Royer is also
very excited about the coming
season.
"It's definitely a different
team than last year, guys are
working hard," he said. "This is
the hardest I've worked in the
five years that I've been here.
I'm pumped to play for him."
After opening at home on
Saturday against Bates, the men's
rugby team plays host to Bowdoin
before going on the road to take
on Babson and Farmington. Their
last game on October 18 is at
home against Colby.
The University of Maine
women's rugby team was the
Division III Northeastern
Champion last season. This sea-
son the women's team will take a
step-up and play Division II.
While the team is very young
and the step up will be a chal-
lenge, the team still looks to have
a promising season. Joy Lemore
is excited about playing Division
"We've never been in
Division II before. It's an
increased level of play. They
moved us up from Division III so
we don't blow people out of the
water," she said.
The women have a talented
team and like the men's team
they have a new coach. Their
first-year head coach Dirck
Storms has a task ahead of him.
"I think we're looking really
good. We have a lot of rookies
who are fast, and we have some
veterans that are returning that
are lending a lot of knowledge to
the rookies," Storms said.
The team graduated 10 play-
ers from a year ago so they are a
fairly young team. Mary Medvar,
a starting hooker, commented on
the lack of veterans.
"We have a lot of rookies, but
the rookies have a lot of poten-
tial," she said.
The women are lead by junior
inside center Sarah Harris and junior
outside center Stacey Pickering. The
women open their season on
Saturday at Plymouth state. Their
first home game is on September 27,
against Bates and their remaining
scheduled games are against Colby,
New Hampshire and Bowdoin.
Home field advantage
CAMPUS PHOTO • BECKY PETERSON
The University of Maine women's soccer team came out last weekend's Harvard
Invitational Tournament with a win over Dartmouth and a loss to Harvard. The team
returns home tommorrow for a 3 p.m. game against St. Bonaventure at Alumni
Field.
the original of Orono
University of Maine
CAMPUS
DELIVERY MENU
MEAL CARD PROGRAM MEMBER
Surcharge will he added when card is used.
A $2.00 additional charge will be added if a
second attempt is needed on your delivery.
866-2111
11 Mill Street • Orono, Maine
Price, and Menu to Cliange Without Notici...
PAT'S FAMOUS PIZZA
Over 12 Million Served 9" 14"
Plain Cheese 4.50 8.00
Taco 7.75 14.25
(Taco Sauce, Onion, Green Peppers, Hamburg, Tomato, Taco Chips, Lettuce)
Combination 6.00 10.50
(Mushrooms, Pepperoni, Salami)
Loaded 8.75 16.75
Hawaiian 6.00 10.50
(Ham, Pineapple)
Greek 7.25 ......... 13.75
(Feta Cheese, Tomato, Ham, Greek Olives)
"Bert's Special" 6.75 12.75
(Feta, Tomatoes, Spinach)
Vegetable 7.25 13.75
(Black Olive, Mushroom, Green Peppet; Onion)
All Meat 7.75 14.75
(Pepperoni, Hamburg, Sausage, Ham, Bacon)
Additional Items '75 1.25
Double Sauce (add) 1.25
Low Fat Cheese (add) 1.25
Double Cheese (add) 1.00 (add) 1.75
No Substitutions on Specials
ADDITIONAL ITEMS
Onions Giecii Pepper Pineapple Meatball
Mushrooms Jalapent, Feta HAITI
Tomato Spinach Pepperoni Hot Sausage
Garlic Double Cheese Hamburg Sweet Sausage
Broccoli Double Dough Salami Kielbasa
Black Olives Low Fat Cheese Bacon Anchovies
Zesty Olives Double Sauce Canadian Bacon Eggplant
Chicken Sun Dried Tomato Roasted Red Peppers Pine Nuts
CALZONES
Meat Cal7one 
Veggie Calzonc 
Combo Calzone . 
APPETIZERS
6.00
6.00
6.25
SALADS
Tossed Salad 
Chef Salad 
Greek Salad 
Caesar Salad 
Grilled Chicken 
1 00
4,00
4,50
4.50
(add)1.50
Small Large
Bread Sticks wkivek ,,,, 2.00
Mozzarella Sticks wttatserissin  
150
2.75 SUBS
Garlic Bread 
 
1.00 1.50 Salami Italian 3.75
wIcheese 
 
1.50 ....
French Fries 
 
2.(X)
2.00 Ham Italian 
Ham & Provolone 
1.75
4.25
Spicy Waffle Fries 
 
2.00 Roast Beef 4.50
Buffalo Wings wibleu cheese ... 5.25 Hot Meatball & Cheese 4.75
Zingers/Boneless Hot Wings .... 5.75
Chicken Strip Diiner „
Hot Sausage & Cheese 
B.I T
4.75
.. 475
'ION) Sannl , . 4
SPAGHETTI Steak &: Cheeie  ................. 5.tkl
Single Serving Bucket (2 meatballs) 4.75 Chicken Salad 
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By Matt Kinsman
For The Maine Campus
"This is the best Red Sox
team that I've seen in years,"
quoted New York Yankees man-
ager Joe Torre, after his team got
pummeled by the Red Sox 12-0
on Sept. 6 at Yankee Stadium.
Joe Torre and the Bronx
Bombers have not been too
accustomed to losing to the Red
Sox, especially in the last five
years. Our last memory of a Red
Sox playoff series was the 1999
ALCS, when the Sox were dis-
mantled by a Yankees team that
would go on to win its second of
three straight World Series. In
that series the Sox lost to a better
team, yet 1 believe it is safe to
say that times have changed.
The Yankees are just flat-out
vulnerable. Although they still
hold the best record in the
American League, it is perhaps
the weakest team that they have
had in several years. A sudden
Lack of hitting and a poor
bullpen has been cause for much
concern over the course of the
season, especially from the main
man upstairs.
"A few guys out there are
making a lot of money and not
producing," owner George
Steinbrenner told the New York
Post. Of his coaches,
Steinbrenner said: "I think they
better be a little uneasy."
The Red Sox can surely take
some credit for the "uneasiness"
throughout the Yankees club-
house during the second half of,
the season. The usually worn
down Sox teams of the past
faded out by the end of August
or early September. However,
this is a different team than of
the past. The Red Sox jugger-
naut offense which is ranked
first in the league in nearly every
category has outscored the
Yankees 109-94 in their 19 game
series. Although the Yankees
have a slight edge in the season
series 10-9, the Sox lost four of
those games by only two runs or
less. It is quite clear that the
dominance that was once pos-
sessed by the Yankees is long
gone. The aging Yankees now'
just fall into the pool of
American League contenders,
which all have a reasonable shot
at a World Series.
The lack of a truly dominant
team within the league should
cause extreme optimism in Red
Sox Nation. Most feel that the
Red Sox have just as good a
chance as any to make it to the
World Series, including
Baltimore manager Mike
Hargrove who quoted, "Teams
have done a good job of closing
the gap. Oakland, Seattle,
Chicago, Minnesota, the
Yankees and Boston; whoever
hits the ground running in the
postseason."
The Red Sox are currently
rolling, as they remain very
much in the hunt for a "Red"
October. They have won eight of
their last 11 games, and as of
Sunday have a half game lead on
Seattle for the Wild-Card race.
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Meat Saturday
Sunday (Sept 19-21)
Special Hours:
Saturday 9am-11pm
Sunday 10am-2pm
Most importantly, the Sox start-
ing pitching have begun to turn
on again as Pedro Martinez,
Derek Lowe and Jeff Suppan
have all pitched well of late. The
only concern in the pitching is
nothing new, as it lies within the
bullpen, which will be crucial
down the stretch. The season
concludes with 14 games against
Tampa Bay, Cleveland and
Baltimore, who all have winning
percentages under .500.
"I don't think anybody's
scared of anybody, but they
know we're here. They've
known we're here all along,"
said Red Sox catcher Jason
Varitek about his team's confi-
dence leading up to the last few
weeks of the season.
The optimism throughout the
Sox clubhouse is evident, and
has created optimism amongst
By Kyle Smith
For The Maine Campus
As the Boston Red Sox com-
pete in the thick of the pennant
race, fans can't see anything
wrong, unless they look to the
future. Many of the team's best
players' contracts are going to
end at the end of the 2004 season.
From Pedro to Nomar, the chance
of losing these seemingly essen-
tial players could cause the team
to fall into a major rebuilding
mode. But is losing these players
as ominous as it seems? Perhaps
with some players, it would help
the team grow for the future.
Here are a few of the stars who
could be expendable soon.
Pedro Martinez: The ace of
the Boston starting pitching staff.
He seems to be indispensable, but
is he? Every year his inning
"Every summer includes Pedro hurt-
ing his shoulder one way or another,
because he weighs all of a hundred
pounds. Add to that his egomaniacal
tendencies and his over $10 million
a year contract, and one sees that
his money could be used for better
ventures."
the Nation faithful. Red Sox fans
seem to sense something just a
little bit more special about their
team this time around. The
potential and character that this
team possesses may even be
good enough to beat the Yankees
this time around. I have a pretty
good feeling that Sept. 7 was not
the last time the Red Sox and
Yankees will face each other this
season. To end the "Curse of the
Bambino," it would only be fit-
ting to have Boston go through
New York victorious. But we
will certainly see in October. We
will see if this actually is the
"ye-ah."
pitches per season has dropped
while his ERA has risen. Every
summer includes Pedro hurting
his shoulder one way or another,
because he weighs all of a hun-
dred pounds. Add to that his ego-
maniacal tendencies and his over
$10 million dollars a year con-
tract, and one sees that his money
could be used for better ventures,
' Nomar Garciaparra: He may
be the unofficial captain of the
squad and their best hitter, but he
is definitely not the best shortstop
in baseball. It seems that he only
hits home runs when the game is
a rout but can never get that much
needed base hit in the clutch.
CAI-liege of Education
Human
Applications for Spring Semester
Student Teaching! Internships are now
available at the
Student Teaching Offic
130 Shibles Hall.
Application Deadline is October 1,
for students ready to begin an internshi
in the Spring 2004 Semester.
For further information, call
Maxine Harrow at 58
Nothing is more irritating than
seeing him chase bad first pitches
from a pitcher with control prob-
lems and give a much needed out
to the opponent. With the Sox
having possibly the best shortstop
prospect (remember the name
Hanley Ramirez) in baseball and
courting Japanese phenorn,
Kazuo Matsui, Nomar may be
old news soon.
Derek Lowe: Yes, he did
throw that no-hitter, but that was
against the Devil Rays. His
famous sinker is crushed if he
misses by mere fractions of an
inch. His psyche is more fragile
than Mariah Carey's state of
mind right now. Lowe takes
every run way too personally and
it carries on to his next pitch, next
game, and even the next season.
He also earns a lot of money in
the near future. Derek Lowe is
another loss that can be dealt
with.
Jason Varitek: The all star
catcher has earned the respect of
the city and the ball club with his
bat and arm. That does not mean
his flaws are not showing. His
lack of speed has been a huge
detriment when he has constantly
hit into double plays. Varitek may
be only 31 , but those years
behind the plate are going to
eventually catch up with him.
Kelly Shoppach, a former
Portland Sea Dog, has been unof-
ficially designated as his succes-
sor for the 2005 season. This
seems more like a guarantee than
a hopeful promise. Cruel as it
sounds; Varitek's consistent play
is drowned out by his increasing
age.
It would be foolish to let all
these superstars go, but the own-
ers would not be wise to keep
them all. Their huge contracts
and demands along with their
increasing ages makes each play-
ers certainly not essential to the
squad. The new ownership has
preached building for the future.
Freeing up all the money in these
bloated contracts would help the
guarantee of a competitive team
for the years to come.
Fantasy
geek speaks
from COLUMN page 20
chores for "guy time." It's some-
thing to talk about on Monday
morning, something to look forward
to and something to gamble on.
The advent of fantasy football
has only made the game more acces-
sible to the armchair quarterback.
The guy with the Bud Light and the
bag of chips is cheering for the local
stars, but he's also cheering for guys
from his team. Guys who he drafted,
guys who he researched and put
stock in. Guys he might have bet his
daughter's college furid on.
For 16 weeks, these guys are
hooked. And so am I.
Fantasy football may make me
dorkier than the kids at the local
"graphic novel con," but it also
makes me appreciate the National
Football League on a new, more
complete level. And besides, my
mom still thinks I'm cool.
•
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Football comes home Saturday to face UMass
Arias named Rookie of the week
By Erinne Magee
Staff Writer
To start as a rookie is an honor within
itself, but gaining recognition to go along
with it isn't something you see week in
and week out.
UMaine Football's Manauris Arias got
both of these things, and it only took him
two weeks to do it. Arias got his first col-
legiate start in a 44-21 win over Hofstra.
This past Saturday it was much of the
same. except Arias took his game to
Arias
another level and came out with A- 10
Rookie of the Week honors. The corner-
back notched his first career interception,
and a fumble recovery that led to a 86-
yard touchdown drive. Arias finished the
game with four tackles, two of those
being solo stops.
Coach Jack Cosgrove said that Arias
filled in admirably and really showed
his competitive nature and ability. He
also added that Arias was more prepared
for Florida International University,
after having a game under his belt.
"I spent a lot of time watching film,
observing what the receivers do," Arias
said.
Arias and the Bears will head into
week four as they host Massachusetts this
Saturday. Last season, the Minutemen
defeated Maine 20-10 in Amherst.
"It's on our turf this year, and whoev-
er plays the best is going to come away
with the win," quarterback Ron
Whitcomb said. "Neither team is over-
matched, so it's going to be a battle and
both teams have to come to play."
Massachusetts lost only six of its
starters from last season.
Cosgrove said the Minutemen return
with a veteran defense that is very talent-
ed at the linebacker level, as well as a vet-
eran quarterback, whom Cosgrove
believes to be one of the premier quarter-
backs in the league.
"Mass, is picked to win the confer-
ence, so it's really going to be a physical
game," tailback Marcus Williams said.
The Black Bears are ranked 18th by
both The Sports Network and ESPN/USA
today Division 1-AA football polls. The
national ranking of TSN gives Maine
their 26th consecutive week in the poll,
the longest active stretch in the rankings
by any Atlantic 10 football program.
Massachusetts takes the number 10 spot
in both of those polls.
Cosgrove said two of the keys for
making this Saturday the team's second
conference win are playing physical and
running the ball on offense.
The Bears promote themselves as an
aggressive group and live by the motto
"Pound the Rock," Cosgrove said.
"We like to play and think aggressive-
ly, and sometimes that means taking edu-
cated risks," Cosgrove said.
Cosgrove admitted the team played
aggressive against Florida International
University, but they didn't necessarily
play smart. Going in to Saturday's game
with UMass (and for the remainder of the
season), Cosgrove said the team must put
an end to the personal fouls because those
are the penalties that cause the biggest
dents in yardage.
The Bears will be given the opportuni-
ty to turn their performance around
against the Minutemen this Saturday for
Friends and Family Weekend. The game
is set for a 6 p.m. start at Alfond Stadium.
Williams chasing Payton, record
By ErInne Magee
Staff Writer
Each year the Walter Payton Player of
the Year Award is given to the most out-
standing division l -AA football player.
This year, Black Bear running back
MarcuS Williams has been selected to the
"watch list" as one of the 16 candidates in
the running for the award.
The candidates are chosen by a nation-
wide panel of media and college sports
information directors. The Sports
Network started the award in 1987.
"It's great to have this honor, but I have
to give credit to my teammates, especially
the offensive line," Williams said.
Williams has a great deal of respect for
his underrated line and what they do on the
field. He said they play hard every single
play and often times don't get the credit
they deserve.
The 5'10 tailback from Amherst, Mass.
is competing against six other running
backs, six quarterbacks, two wide
receivers and a tight end for the Payton
Award.
Presently, Williams is averaging 142-
yards a game and six-yards a carry for the
Bears, the best in the league. That statistic
also tops the other running backs up for the
award. The closest to him is Mo
Abdulqaadir of the University of Southern
Illinois. He has 392 all purpose yards,
averaging almost 120-yards a game.
Coach Jack Cosgrove compliments
Williams, saying he's one of the better
backs in the league with a high level of tal-
ent.
This talent, is what has helped Williams
surpass the 2,000 career yard mark during
the 24-14 win over Florida International
University on Saturday, making him
eighth among the Black Bear's all time
leading rushers.
"Every time he steps on the field he's
the best player out there," quarterback Ron
Whitcomb said of his teammate.
But Williams isn't necessarily looking
to be the best on the field. He said he just
does what he can to help his team go out
with the win.
"If we have a good record then I know
I've done my job. All of the other stuff
will come," Williams humbly said.
And all the other stuff has come, but not
easily. Williams spent the summer prepar-
ing himself day in and day out. He want-
ed to make sure he came back in better
shape than the season before; and he did.
"The seasons are long and you need to
be able to endure the pain and hard work
that goes along with it," Williams said.
Williams
"It's easy to be lazy in the summer, but
that's when you really have to go out and
step it up."
Williams feels he is an overall better
athlete this season, and says that his confi-
dence has risen as well. He said that those
two things, along with an added year of
experience have improved his game
tremendously and will continue to do so.
At the rate Williams is going, he could
reach and surpass the Bears' all-time lead-
ing rusher. Lorenzo Bouier holds the
record at 3,828 career yards. Williams has
approximately 20 games left as a Black
Bear and will need to average more than
91- yards a game to top the list.
Williams' next chance to up his yardage
comes this Saturday as the Bears take on
the Minutemen of Massachusetts in a 6
p.m. game at Alfond Stadium.
Men's soccer drops a tough one to the Wildcats
CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA-MARIA EASLEY
UMaine players battle for the ball during Wednesday
afternoon's game against UNH. The Black Bears lost 1-0.
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sion was seen as a fair challenge
and no call was made on the play.
Hankard would later be taken to
the hospital to receive stitches for
the large gash that be obtained. As
play resumed, the stoppage seemed
to shift momentum towards the
New Hampshire bench. Within
five minutes the Wildcats picked
up the pace and scored the only
goal of the game. The Wildcats got
on the board at 57:20 after senior
Nicholas Mello's header sailed into
the back of the net. Mello received
the header after a wonderfully
placed comer kick from New
Hampshire midfielder Tyler
Jackson.
Maine was able to use the goal
as a way to get back into the
match, and for the rest of the game
Maine was able to dictate the pace
and control of the game. Maine's
Luke Rivard returned to the game,
after receiving medical attention,
which served as a spark for the
team, according to Maine's Head
Coach Travers Evans, who also
called Rivard one tough competi-
tor. Several times the Black Bears
saw great opportunities slip
through their reach. Evans would
later say "it was a game that could
have easily swung either way if we
were able to capitalize on our
chances."
There was no better chance than
when Maine's co-captain Eric
Petersen was robbed of a goal after
a great save by New Hampshire
goal keeper Mike Vignola. After a
great cut Petersen was able to
move in on Vignola who would
emerge from the goal in enough
time to snag the ball before
Petersen could get a shot off.
Vignola posted his third shutout of
the season in net for New
Hampshire, turning away six Black
Bear shots. While Maine keeper
Chad Mongeon recorded his first
lost of the season after stopping six
shots. Maine managed to tally an
18-15 shot advantage on the after-
noon. With the loss, Maine fell to
3-3-0 on the season, while New
Hampshire moved to 5-2-0.
After the game, Maine was
already looking to the future where
this Saturday they will travel to
Dartmouth. They will face a
Dartmouth tearkwita„were able to
knock off in a great game at the end
of last year's season. Maine will
see American East Second team
member Daniel Florei return to
action this weekend, as well as
Junior midfield Matt Bernal Evans.
Overall, Coach Evans was
pleased with the display his team
but on today against a New
Hampshire team that was ranked
third in New England opposed to
Maine's ranking of ninth. He
believes that if they are able to fol-
low their system and finish on
many of the opportunities they
create for themselves, they will
have a chance in every game they
play. As for senior co-captain Matt
Young, he believes the team
chemistry is at an all time high and
the team is looking better than
ever. All very positive signs for a
team that is turning more than a
few heads this early in September.
1.
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Confessions
of a geek
By Kris Healey
Sports Editor
I love sports.
I fall asleep to Sportscenter.
I wake up to Sportscenter.
I listen to sports talk radio in my
car.
I own a "Yankees Suck" T-shirt.
I play intramurals with the fervor
and tenacity of every other former
high school athlete at this school (not
that actual skill is the natural
antecedent of raw energy).
And yes, I play fantasy football.
It's that last fact that pushes me
out of the realm of the normal sports
fan and into the world of the sports
fan uber-geeks.
Weekday trips to the computer
cluster turn ten minute intentions
into two hour excursions. I scour
Web-sites for information on Dante
Hall's health.
I think in terms of probable,
questionable and day-to-day. I read
injury reports. I check ESPN.com
and my football league's Website no
less than 10 times a day.
Sunday morning I'm a mess. I
should be sleeping, or at the gym,
but I'm at the screen of my comput-
er at 11 a.m. trying to find out how
many total yards I can expect from
Kevin Faulk.
Sixteen Sunday's out of the year
I'm useless. I need updates. I need
stimulants. I need to beat my friends
so lean rub it in their face, as if there
were real, actual skill involved in
"playing" this type of football.
This phenomenon is proof of
football's unofficial status as the true
national pastime. The game is TV
and radio friendly. It's played the
same time every week for one glori-
ous day. It's an excuse to gather, to
eschew homework, yard work and
see FANTASY page 18
Sports Football comeshome.See page 19.
Soccer loses a tough one to Wildcats
CAMPUS PHOTO • ANNA MARIA EASLEY
Black Bear midfielder Andy Halligan attacks a University of New Hampshire player dur-
ing Wednesday afternoon's game. UMaine lost the game 1-0 and fell to 3-3-0 on the
season.
By Matthew Conyers
Staff Writer
In a game that lived up to much
of the anticipation suurounding it,
the University of Maine Men's soc-
cer team fell just short of a victory
against rival University of New
Hampshire in a Wednesday after-
noon game at Alumni Field. The
Black Bears, coming off their best
start since 1998. faced off against a
New Hampshire team that had won
its last three meetings amongst the
teams. The game, which served as
the official kick off to the America
East regular season schedule saw
the Wildcats manage to escape
with a narrow 14) victory.
Coming into the match, the
Black Bears had won back-to-back
games against St. Bonaventure and
Manhattan. New Hampshire came
into the contest after splitting a pair
of games at the Denver Invitational
last weekend.
During a scoreless first half,
both teams matched each other
move for move, keeping much of
the play in the midfield. As the
teams headed for the half it was
clear that the best had yet to come.
With the first half in the books,
Maine had out-shot New
Hampshire by the difference of 8-
5.
The match resumed with much
the same energy as it had at the
start, with New Hampshire nearly
knocking one past Maine goalie
Chad Mongeon. However,
Mongeon was able to pounce on
the ball and keep the game score-
less. The game's intensity picked
up at the 53 minute mark when
New Hampshire's Brendan
Hankard smacked heads with
Maine Junior Luke Rivard while
going for a header on a play inside
the Wildcat's goal box. The coffi-
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UMaine rugby teams are ready for fall brawls
PHOTO CREDIT • UMAINE.EDU/RUGBY
The women's rugby team moves up to Division II this year.
They open their season at Plymoth State on Saturday.
By Riley Donovan
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
men's and women's rugby teams
each open their fall season on
Saturday, Sept. 21. The men will
play host to Bates College on
Lengyel field at I PM, while the
women travel to Plymouth State
to take on the Panthers.
The men's team is coming off
an impressive 2003 spring cam-
paign. They finished tied for first
in the Men's College Division II
Downeast Conference. The team
played well in a tournament in
Rhode Island, one of the largest
tournaments in the country. They
also participated in the Maine
Cup, which is a tournament
among Maine teams. The team
had more players that were
named Maine Cup all-stars than
any other team in the tourna-
ment.
In the fall of 2002 the men's
team finished 4-1. They tied with
Bowdoin, but lost to them head
to head, which meant Bowdoin
moved on to the New England
tournament and not Maine. They
competed in a conference that
included Bates, Colby, Bowdoin,
UMaine-Farmington and
Plymouth State.
The 2003 season looks very
promising for the men's rugby
club. They are lead by senior
back Will Tole who is also the
president of the club, and junior
prop and hooker Bill Reich!, who
is the vice president. The other
leading seniors include back
Matt Hanggi, forward Matt
Royer, back Josh Deschenes and
back Jarred Carr.
The outlook is bright and
hopes for the 2003 season are
very high. Starting sophomore
back Jason Jendrasko said, "We
expect to do really well this year.
We are missing some crucial
players from last year, but we got
a new coach this year and he is a
really good coach. He has been
working us really hard. He really
knows how to run a good prac-
tice." Jendrasko went on to say
that the new coach is a welcomed
change from last season.
According to senior wing
Jarred Carr, the veteran players
are very excited about Gassaway.
"We've got great motivation this
year, with a new coach," Carr
said. "He's a good guy. He has
really taken charge."
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